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Abstrat
The Development and Veriation of a Centrifugal
Compressor Test Benh
D.J. Struwig
Department of Mehanial and Mehatronis Engineering,
Stellenbosh University,
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Afria.
Thesis: MSEng (Meh)
April 2014
Turbomahinery plays an important role in the eieny of power generation
and ombustion proesses used in the automotive and aerospae industries.
The potential for fullling future energy needs has been identied in both
ivilian and military appliations, for example miro gas turbines (MGTs)
used in unmanned aerial vehiles (UAVs). The goal of this thesis was to
build a performane testing faility for small-sale entrifugal ompressors,
for use in MGTs. The objetives of this study were mainly ahieved through
experimental work. In addition to the experimental work, numerial simula-
tions using omputational uid dynamis (CFD) software were performed to
substantiate the experimental results. The projet methodology followed the
proess whereby a ompressor performane map is onstruted from experi-
mental data and ompared to a map obtained from theoretial data. The test
faility onsists of a turboharger tted with an experimental ompressor se-
tion. The turboharger turbine is driven by unheated ompressed air. Sensors,
data aquisition and anillary equipment required to perform performane test
measurements, were obtained and installed on the test faility. Performane
urves at three dierent rotational speeds were suessfully obtained for the
experimental ompressor. When ompared to the CFD results there was good
qualitative agreement, although deviations in the results inreased with rota-
tional speed. In addition a seond impeller design was tested whih orrelated
well with the theoretial data.
Keywords: miro gas turbine, entrifugal ompressor, test faility, om-
pressed air, turboharger, impeller, experimental, CFD.
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Uittreksel
Die Ontwikkeling en Verikasie van 'n Sentrifugale
Kompressor Toetsbank
(The Development and Veriation of a Centrifugal Compressor Test Benh)
D.J. Struwig
Departement Meganiese en Megatroniese Ingenieurswese,
Universiteit van Stellenbosh,
Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602, Suid Afrika.
Tesis: MSIng (Meg)
April 2014
Turbomasjinerie speel 'n belangrike rol in die doeltreendheid van kragop-
wekking en verbrandingsprosesse wat in die motor- en lugvaartbedryf gebruik
word. Die potensiaal om in toekomstige energiebehoeftes te voorsien is in
beide burgerlike en militêre toepassings uitgewys, byvoorbeeld mikrogastur-
bines (MGT's) wat in onbemande vliegtuie (OLV's) gebruik word. Die doel
met hierdie tesis was om 'n prestasietoetsfasiliteit vir kleinskaalse sentrifu-
gale kompressors te bou wat in MGT's gebruik kan word. Die doelstellings
van hierdie studie is hoofsaaklik deur eksperimentele werk behaal. Daarbe-
newens is numeriese simulasies met gebruikmaking van sagteware vir bereke-
ningsvloeidinamika (BVD) gedoen om die eksperimentele resultate te staaf.
Die projekmetodologie volg die proses om 'n kompressorprestasiekaart uit eks-
perimentele data op te stel en dit te vergelyk met 'n kaart wat uit teoretiese
data bekom is. Die toetsfasiliteit bestaan uit 'n turboaanjaer wat met 'n
eksperimentele kompressordeel toegerus is. Die turboaanjaer se turbine word
deur onverhitte druklug aangedryf. Sensors, dataverwerwing en bykomstige
toerusting, wat benodig is om prestasietoetsmetings mee te doen, is bekom
en op die toetsfasiliteit geïnstalleer. Prestasiekrommes is vervolgens by drie
verskillende omwentelingsnelhede suksesvol met die eksperimentele kompres-
sor bekom. In vergelyking met die BVD-resultate was daar goeie kwalitatiewe
ooreenstemming, ofskoon afwykings in die resultate vergroot het namate die
omwentelingspoed toegeneem het. Daarby is 'n tweede stuwerontwerp getoets
wat goed met die teoretiese resultate korreleer.
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Sleutelwoorde: mikrogasturbine, sentrifugale kompressor, toetsfasiliteit,
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i Sample number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ ℄
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N Rotational speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ rpm ℄
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R Gas onstant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ J/kg ·K ℄
Re d Reynolds number (diameter) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ ℄
r Radius . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [m ℄
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x Measured quantity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ ℄
〈x¯〉 Pooled mean of x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ ℄
y+ Non-dimenional wall quantity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ ℄
ywall Wall ell width . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [m ℄
Z Blade ount . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ ℄
Greek Symbols
α Fluid relative ow angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ rad ℄
Flow oeient . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ ℄
β Relative ow angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ rad ℄
Diameter ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ ℄
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 heats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ ℄
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tor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ ℄
η E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y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ ℄
θ Blade amber angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ rad ℄
µ Dynami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osity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ kg/m · s ℄
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ient . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ ℄
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osity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [m2/s ℄
ρ Density . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ kg/m3 ℄
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tor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ ℄
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tor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ ℄
ω Rotational speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [ rad/s ℄
Subsripts
0 Compressor inlet ondition (impeller eye)
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1 Impeller blade inlet ondition (leading edge)
2 Impeller blade outlet ondition (trailing edge)
3 Diuser outlet outlet ondition
4 Compressor outlet (pressure station)
5 Compressor outlet (temperature station)
amb Ambient ondition
bm Bellmouth
c Compressor
d Disharge side
m Mahine
p Probe ondition
o Output
t Total (stagnation) thermodynami ondition
t− t Total-to-total quantity
t− s Total-to-stati quantity
s Stati thermodynami ondition
Sution side
Sampling quantity
vo Volute outlet quantity
x, y, z Cartesian oordinates
Superripts
′
Blade angle (as distint from ow angle)
¯ Average value
˙ Time rate of hange
∗ Soni/ritial ondition
Isentropi ondition
Aronyms
ANSI Amerian National Standards Institute
ARMSCOR Armaments Corporation of South Afria
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an Soiety of Mehanial Engineers
BEP Best Eieny Point
BS British Standards
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CFD Computational Fluid Dynamis
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CFL Courant-Friedrihs-Lewy
CPU Central Proessing Unit
RIO Compat Reongurable I/O
CSIR Counil for Sienti and Industrial Researh
DAQ Data Aquisition
DC Diret Current
FNMB Full Non-Mathing Boundary
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
GUI Graphial User Interfae
IAT Institute of Advaned Tooling
ISO International Standards Organisation
KKK Kühnle, Kopp & Kaush
LFE Laminar Flow Element
MGT Miro Gas Turbine
NB Nominal Bore
NMR Nominal Measuring Range
PL Part Load
PVC Polyvinyl Chloride
RPD Rapid Produt Development
SAAF South Afrian Air Fore
SAE Soiety of Automotive Engineers
SM Surge Margin
STL Stereolithography
SwRI Southwest Researh Institute
TD Turndown
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehile
VI Virtual Instrument
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Bakground
Projet BALLAST was reated to ondut researh in the eld of turbo-
mahinery and to inrease the knowledge base and expertise in this eld in
South Afria. This also oinides with the growing trend of developing appli-
ations for miro gas turbines (MGTs), (Aus der Wieshe, 2012; Benini and
Giaometti, 2007). This thesis was ompleted as part of projet BALLAST
whih is funded by the South Afrian Air Fore (SAAF) through the Ar-
maments Corporation of South Afria (ARMSCOR) and oordinated by the
Counil for Sienti and Industrial Researh (CSIR). The BALLAST projet
is sub-divided into various sub-projets, eah foussing on the development and
testing of individual omponents and systems of a miro gas turbine. This
thesis fousses on developing a performane test faility for small-sale en-
trifugal ompressors, for use in miro gas turbines.
1.2 Motivation
There is a global trend to redue arbon emissions and inrease the eieny
of power generation proesses while simultaneously having to ope with the
demand for more power. The eld of turbomahinery is playing an inreas-
ingly important role in ahieving this goal, espeially in the automotive and
aerospae industry (Vik et al., 2009). One of the appliations in whih turbo-
mahinery is being applied, is that of miro gas turbines (Figure 1.1). These
small gas turbines are widely onsidered to have the potential for fullling fu-
ture energy needs (Aus der Wieshe, 2012).
The need for small sale gas turbines that produe less than 10 kW has
gained interest in both ivilian and military appliations. These range from
portable power generation, residential and small bakup power or o-generation,
marine power generation as well as propulsion for unmanned aerial vehiles
1
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(UAV) (Vik et al., 2009). Previous studies on small gas engines for UAV
appliations were stimulated by ommerial developments as well as being a
proven military onept during the Gulf War (Lobik, 1995). The propulsion
needs of UAVs are usually met by positive displaement engines suh as spark
ignition, diesel and rotary engines. These engines are attrative in terms of
ost, weight, low fuel onsumption and high power-to-weight ratios than alter-
native methods suh as batteries, hydrogen stored in ryogeni tanks or solar
ells. In spite of all these attrative qualities these engines also have numerous
drawbaks suh as short servie lives (±100 hrs), frequent tuning by speialist
personnel, high noise and vibration levels as well as the inability to work at
high altitudes and speeds, the latter being ritial to UAV operation (Lobik,
1995; Vik et al., 2009).
Figure 1.1: Example of a Miro Gas Turbine. (Chinese Aademy of Sienes,
2012)
Compared to internal ombustion engines, gas turbines oer the potential
of inreased reliability, longer engine life, less noise and vibration, redued
maintenane and superior ompatibility with kerosene-based jet fuels. Ini-
tially, tting UAVs with small gas turbines proved less promising as a result
of aerodynami and mahine design problems inherent in the saling down
of gas turbine engines. As a result these engines are plagued by poor per-
formane, suh as low eieny and thrust-to-weight ratios as well as high
fuel onsumption. Reasons for poor performane in small sale gas turbines
inlude:
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1. Reynolds number eets:
Low Reynolds numbers are inherent at this small sale whih results
in higher oeients of frition and therefore lower omponent e-
ienies.
2. Larger relative tip learanes:
The ratio of tip learane to the span of the rotor blade is greater in
small sale engines ompared to full sale engines, therefore the tip
losses are proportionally greater.
3. Lower yle pressure ratio:
An advantage of entrifugal ompressors is that they ahieve a higher
pressure ratio per stage than an axial mahine and are therefore
favoured for MGT appliations. The disadvantage is that entrifu-
gal ompressors have lower eienies as a result of frition and
tip learane losses. In order to irumvent this problem a om-
bination of entrifugal (multi-stage), axial and entrifugal or purely
axial ompressors are required. To ahieve a high pressure ratio in
axial ompressors the blade passage area of eah onseutive stage
dereases by dereasing the blade height. For the same reason re-
duing the size of a entrifugal ompressor leads to extremely small
blade heights espeially at the impeller exit. Therefore low eien-
ies at high pressure ratio's are unavoidable.
4. Lower peak yle temperatures:
Small gas engines annot aommodate the ooling tehniques used in
full sale engines beause of their small size, thus they are limited
to lower peak yle temperatures.
5. Diulty of manufaturing:
Turbine and ompressor blades are omplex strutures of whih the
performane orresponds to tight toleranes during manufaturing.
When saling down to miro-sized blades, manufaturing beomes
extremely diult whih subsequently inreases the manufaturing
ost.
6. Surfae relative roughness eet:
If the manufaturing proesses of turbomahines are similar for both
large and small mahines then the relative surfae roughness is
greater and plays an inreasing roll regarding losses ourring within
the smaller mahines. It is therefore important to take this eet
into onsideration when saling down.
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In spite of all these problems, the inability of internal ombustion engines
to operate at higher altitudes and speeds have motivated the further develop-
ment of small gas turbine engines in UAVs (Lobik, 1995).
The ideal thermal eieny, ηthermal of a gas turbine engine is related to
the pressure ratio and given by the following equation (Sonntag et al., 1998):
ηthermal = 1− 1
(p2/p1)
γ−1/γ
(1.2.1)
where p1 and p2 is the pressure at the impeller in- and outlet respetively.
These values may range between 10% and 20% for the pressure ratio's
under review but due to the non-ideal omponents in these engines the atual
eienies are lower. From initial alulations Benini and Giaometti (2007)
predited a thermal eieny of 12% for the design of their miro gas turbine.
The losses our as a result of the high rotational speeds and high ow veloities
relative to the size of the ow passages. These high rotational speeds also give
rise to high fritional losses in mehanial parts. Compressor impellers in
MGT's rotate at nominal speeds of about 100 000 rpm beause of their small
diameters. At these rotational speeds a small diameter gas turbine engine
(62mm to 68mm) an only produe a relative pressure ratio of around 1.8 to
2. Thus in order to improve the eieny of these miro gas turbines Ling et al.
(2007) suggests that the pressure ratio of the ompressor has to be inreased
while running at lower speeds, if possible. The total pressure ratio aross the
impeller an be related to the rotational speed by expressing it in terms of the
impeller tip Mah number (Japikse and Baines, 1994):
PRt−t =
[
1 + (γ − 1)ηµM2U)
]γ/(γ−1)
(1.2.2)
It is therefore essential to inrease the performane-to-rotational speed ratio
by inreasing the impeller diameter to maintain the tip speed while dereasing
the rotational speed. This however poses a problem due to the inherent spae
onstraints of miro gas turbines, whih leaves the diuser setion as the only
soure of ompromise (Ling et al., 2007). From the evidene presented it
is lear that researh in optimising the performane of miro gas turbines
is required. Test failities with the apaity to reord the detailed thermal
performane would be of great value to engineers doing researh on miro gas
turbines or their various omponents (Aus der Wieshe, 2012; Smith, 2010).
1.3 Operation of a entrifugal ompressor
With referene to textbooks by Aungier (2000) and Dixon (2005) a short de-
sription of the operation of a entrifugal ompressor is given in this setion.
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The basi elements of a single entrifugal ompressor stage inlude a rotating
impeller to impart energy into the uid, a vaned and/or vaneless diuser to
reover kineti energy and a volute or sroll to ollet and transfer the uid to
the downstream pipe system (see Figures 1.2a, 1.2b).
(a) Side view. (b) Front view.
Figure 1.2: Elements of a single stage entrifugal ompressor. (adapted from
(Aungier, 2000))
The ow through a entrifugal ompressor is desribed by referring to the
veloity vetor diagrams illustrated in Figure 1.3. Air is suked in through the
inlet asing into the eye of the impeller in an axial diretion with an absolute
veloity of c1, unless pre-whirl has been applied. Beause of the rotor's rota-
tion the uid has a relative veloity vetor of w1 into the rotating impeller.
The uid then moves into the induer setion where energy is imparted to
the uid by means of entrifugal kineti interation. The uid is "whirled"
outwards, thereby inreasing its angular momentum and at the same time the
uid stati pressure, as the uid moves from radius r1 to r2. The uid then
departs or exits the impeller with an absolute veloity c2.
The blades at the outlet of the impeller are primarily radial, therefore it is
onvention to measure the outlet blade angle (β ′2), from the radial diretion.
For a purely radial impeller the blade outlet angle will be zero. A slip fator
(σ) is introdued to aount for the atual relative ow leaving the impeller.
The slip fator is a measure of the uid slip in the impeller of a ompressor.
As a result the theoretial tangential veloity c′θ2 is redued giving an atual
tangential veloity cθ2 = σc
′
θ2. The relative veloity w2 is at an angle β2 be-
ause of slip. In the ase of radial impellers when no slip ours β ′2 is zero and
equal to the blade angle β2, resulting in the tangential veloity equalling the
absolute blade tip veloity U2.
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(a) Front view. (b) Side view.
Figure 1.3: Veloity diagrams of a entrifugal ompressor impeller.
The performane of a entrifugal ompressor is best desribed in terms of
the thermodynami properties of the working uid by following the ompres-
sion yle on the Mollier h− s hart (Figure 1.4).
At the inlet of the ompressor the air is at atmospheri onditions with a
total enthalpy of,
ht0 = hs0 +
c20
2
(1.3.1)
The air is aelerated to the impeller leading edge from c0 to c1, resulting in
a drop of stati pressure from pt0 to ps1. Sine no shaft work is being done and
it is assumed that the ow is steady and adiabati suh that the stagnation
enthalpy remains onstant ht0 = ht1,
hs0 +
c20
2
= h1 +
c21
2
(1.3.2)
where hs0 is the stagnation enthalpy and c0 the absolute inlet veloity.
Work is done on the ow going through the impeller, resulting in a stati
pressure and temperature rise. This rise in stati onditions is a result of the
onservation of rothalpy aross the impeller. Rothalpy is dened as,
I = h0rel − 1
2
U2 (1.3.3)
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Figure 1.4: Mollier hart for a ompression proess (adapted from (Dixon,
2005)).
with
h0rel = h +
1
2
w2 (1.3.4)
For the onservation of rothalpy I1 = I2 so that,
hs2 − hs1 = 1
2
(
U22 − U21
)
+
1
2
(
w22 − w21
)
(1.3.5)
The spei work done on the uid equals the rise in stagnation enthalpy
and is also known as the Euler Work equation,
∆Wc = ht2 − ht1
= U2cθ2 − U1cθ1 (1.3.6)
Now assuming purely axial ow at the inlet of the ompressor (Figure 1.3b)
so that the ow has zero whirl or angular momentum and cθ1 = 0 then Eqn.
1.3.6 redues to,
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∆Wc = U2cθ2 (1.3.7)
At the impeller outlet the uid veloity dereases from c2 to c3 as it ows
through the diuser, inreasing the stati pressure from ps2 to ps3. This re-
dution in veloity is attributed to the inrease in radius and ross-setional
ow area. Under the assumption of ideal fritionless ow though the diuser,
angular momentum is onserved suh that cθ = cθ2r2/r. The ratio of inlet to
outlet diuser veloities c2/c3 is then approximated by r3/r2 sine the tangen-
tial veloity omponent cθ is usually muh higher than the radial omponent
cr. No work is performed on the uid inside the diuser, and assuming that
the ow is adiabati the stagnation enthalpy remains onstant, ht2 = ht3. The
proess from 2 to 3 is however irreversible (beause of frition) with a total
pressure loss of pt2 − pt3.
With the ow desribed through the ompressor in thermodynami quan-
tities, the performane an now be dened in terms of total-to-total isentropi
eieny ηt−t and pressure ratio PRt−t. The isentropi eieny aross the
ompressor an be dened as the ratio of total isentropi enthalpy rise to the
atual enthalpy rise at the same total pressure ratio. The isentropi eieny
is given in a more usable form,
ηt−t =
CpTt1(Tt3ss/Tt1)− 1
U2cθ2
(1.3.8)
From isentropi relations the pressure ratio aross the impeller is,
pt3
pt1
=
(
Tt3ss
Tt1
)γ/(γ−1)
(1.3.9)
Rearranging Eq. 1.3.8 and substituting into Eq. 1.3.9
PRt−t =
[
1 +
ηt−tU2cθ2
CpTt1
]γ/(γ−1)
(1.3.10)
The performane of a entrifugal ompressor is usually desribed in terms
of the following parameters whih have been normalised to the ambient tem-
perature and pressure as well as the rpm,
 Correted mass ow, m˙
√
Tt1/pt1,
 Correted rotational speed, N/
√
Tt1,
 Total-to-total pressure ratio, PRt−t,
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Figure 1.5: Typial ompressor performane map of a Garrett turboharger.
(Garrett Turbohargers, 2012a)
 Total-to-total isentropi eieny, ηt−t.
These parameters are ontained in a series of urves of pressure ratio vs.
mass ow on xed speed intervals as shown for example in the manufaturers
performane hart of a Garrett turboharger in Figure 1.5. The various as-
pets of a entrifugal ompressor performane map inlude the pressure ratio
and mass ow axes, the onstant speed lines, eieny ontours and lastly the
surge and hoke lines. As a matter of importane only surge and hoke are
disussed. A detailed desription of these phenomena an be found in texts by
Dixon (2005) and Sayers.
Surge is a highly dynami phenomenon that ours at low ow onditions
whih limits the safe operating region of a entrifugal ompressor. Surge is
often preeded by an aerodynami eet known as rotating diuser stall whih
indues aerodynami vibrations and further limits a ompressors' operating
range. During surge the ow has been redued below a ritial point suh that
there is a sudden drop in disharge pressure whih in turn will further redue
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the ow. At this point the ow eld within the ompressor has essentially
ollapsed and the ompressor is said to be operating in an unstable region.
When the disharge pressure has been redued suiently, positive ow is re-
established whih results in an inrease in ow and disharge pressure until
the restrited mass ow is reahed at whih point the proess is repeated.
In severe ases surge has the potential to ause failure of the ompressor
and it is with this thought in mind that determination of the surge point
is onduted with extreme aution. A ompressor limit of safe operation is
indiated on a performane map by as solid line joining all the points at whih
surge ours at various xed speeds and is know as the surge line. Brun and
Nored (2006) provide two methods for the determination of a ompressors' safe
operating range, namely ompressor turndown and surge margin. Turndown
is dened as a ompressors' allowable operating range in terms of ow rate
(Q) between the design point and surge line at any speed for a xed pressure
ratio and follows:
TD% = 100.|(Qdesign −Qsurge)
Qdesign
|Head=constant (1.3.11)
The surge margin gives an indiation of how lose the ompressor' design
point is to surge at any xed speed.
SM% = 100.|(Qdesign −Qsurge)
Qdesign
|Speed=constant (1.3.12)
The proess known as hoke ours when the ow is inreased to suh a
point where a further inrease is not possible. This is an indiation that soni
onditions have been reahed at some point within the ompressor passages.
These soni onditions limit the maximum mass ow rate possible through the
ompressor. Choke an our at three loations of a ompressor namely; at
the inlet, within the rotating impeller or within the diuser passages.
1.4 Objetives
The objetives of this thesis will be ahieved mainly through experimental
work. In addition a numerial analysis of the ompressor will be performed
from whih the results will be used to substantiate the experimental approah
used in this projet. Speiations reeived through email orrespondene
(Snedden, 2010) regarding the desired operating point of a entrifugal om-
pressor for a typial miro gas turbine are shown in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: CSIR entrifugal ompressor speiations
Pressure ratio 4.72
Mass ow rate 0.325 kg/s
Rotational speed 121 000 rpm
Eieny (Isentropi) 79.8%
Eieny (Polytropi) 83.6%
These performane values must be ahieved by a spei ompressor ong-
uration (the rotor and diusing system) within the operational envelope of the
test faility. The objetives of this projet are summarised into the following
subtasks:
1. Design and build a ompressor test benh to aurately measure the
performane of a entrifugal ompressor.
a) Aquire and install suitable measurement and data aquisition in-
strumentation.
b) Charaterise any auxiliary systems or omponents that will be used
in the test benh, i.e. high pressure air supply, ompressor inlet
bellmouth et.
) Formulate a suitable test proedure.
d) Implement suitable methods of test automation.
2. Dene the test envelope of the faility.
a) Using analytial alulations.
b) Using numerial simulations.
3. Create a ompressor performane map from experimental and numerial
data and study the orrelation between the obtained results. A ompres-
sor map is onstruted using the following performane parameters:
a) Total-total pressure ratio, [PRt−t℄
b) Total-stati pressure ratio, [PRt−s℄
) Total-total eieny, [ηt−t℄
d) Mass ow rate, [m˙℄
e) Rotational speed, [N ℄
4. The performane of the test benh will also be assessed in terms of its
operational use. Conlusions about the user friendliness, stability and
repeatability of the measurements, safety as well as maximum operating
range will be made.
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The experimental approah followed in reating a ompressor performane
map involves the measurement and alulation of the performane parameters
along a onstant speed line from hoke to surge. This is ahieved by keeping
the rotational speed xed and varying the mass ow rate by restriting the
ow at the outlet of the ompressor. In order to determine the performane
parameters the following values are measured at their respetive loations:
 Stati pressure:
1. Inlet of the impeller.
2. Outlet of the impeller.
3. Outlet of the diuser.
4. Outlet of the volute exit one.
 Dierential pressure:
1. Aross the plane of the ow measuring devie at the sution side of
the ompressor.
 Total temperature:
1. Before the ow measuring devie.
2. Outlet of the volute exit one.
 Rotational speed of the turboharger at the inlet of the ompressor eye.
The numerial approah follows a similar strategy, where the performane
map is reated by performing simulations along a onstant speed line at various
mass ow rates between hoke and surge.
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2.1 Centrifugal ompressor test failities
The atual onditions at whih miro gas turbines operate are diult to repli-
ate sine the operating environment is not as ideal as that found in researh
or prodution failities. As a result measurement unertainties play an im-
portant role in determining the orret performane. Brun and Nored (2006)
state that when the basi rules of test proedures and standards are violated,
the unertainties pertaining to the performane of these turbomahines an be
unaeptably high.
Brun and Nored (2006) have written a guideline in whih they give sug-
gested best praties for testing gas turbines and entrifugal ompressors. They
also pay speial attention to alulating test unertainties in order to determine
the quality of the tests. Their guideline serves as a referene for the testing of
turbomahines in whih the ontrolled fatory environment diers from that
of atual operating onditions. Guidelines suh as the one presented by Brun
and Nored (2006) as well as studies by individuals suh as Lobik (1995); Smith
(2010) et. refer to performane test odes from standards organisations suh
as the International Standards Orginisation (ISO), Soiety of Automotive En-
gineers (SAE) and Amerian Assoiation of Mehanial Engineers (ASME).
These performane test odes are written to provide test proedures that will
ensure high levels of auray. The ASME test odes provide guiding prini-
ples in terms of planning, the type of tests and the instrumentation to be used
to name a few. The test odes also go into detail in desribing the instrumen-
tation and methods of measurement for various test faility ongurations.
Methods of omputation and sample alulations of dierent test types are
also presented in the test odes.
In the proess of developing a test faility for a entrifugal ompressor var-
ious types of test failities were investigated. From the test failities presented
13
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in the literature it was found that the ongurations were inuened by; the
type of test, impeller size and mode of drive. Of these mentioned, the mode
of drive has probably the most signiant impat on the onguration of the
test faility. From literature three methods for driving the ompressor were
identied;
1. Driven by eletri motor.
2. Driven as a omplete miro gas turbine.
3. Driven as a omplete turboharger unit.
Driven by eletri motor Test benhes used by Lim et al. (2011) and
Hagelstein et al. (2000) both utilised eletri motors to drive the ompressor.
The motors used by Lim et al. and Hagelstein et al. was a high-speed in-
dution motor rated for 125 kW at 30 000 rpm and a 1.35MW DC motor at
1800 rpm respetively. Hagelstein et al.'s motor was oupled to a gearbox with
a ratio of 1:16.2. Although Lim et al. and Hagelstein et al. both used eletri
motors to drive their ompressors, they performed dierent type of tests.
Lim et al. speially designed a test benh to investigate a novel method
for ontrolling ompressor surge. They present an innovative method whereby
the impeller tip learane is axially atuated using ative magneti bearings in
order to ontrol the onset of surge. The ompressor surge test faility onsisted
of three setions, the driver (indution motor), driver equipment and support-
ing system (piping and motor aessories). The motor was diretly oupled
to the ompressor and is ontrolled with a variable frequeny drive. Inlet air
was taken from the atmosphere and ltered upstream of the ompressor inlet
to provide lean air.
The sale of the installation is reeted in the size of the ompressor. The
length of the exhaust piping strethes for 7m whih then returns towards the
inlet. Pressure, ow and temperature measurements were aquired along the
length of the inlet and exhaust piping. In addition high-bandwidth Kulite
pressure transduers were used to measure time dependent pressure distribu-
tions to provide insight into the transient eets of surge. Data aquisition was
performed using National Instruments LabVIEW software and high-speed
data aquisition and signal proessing ards.
The test faility used by Hagelstein et al. (Figure 2.1) was the large om-
pressor test faility at the Institute of Turbomahinery in Hannover and was
used to investigate an outward retangular ross setion volute and to gain
further knowledge about the ow struture and loss mehanisms in the volute.
The main omponents of the test stand onsisted of the ompressor, inlet and
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Figure 2.1: Test faility used by Hagelstein et al. (2000).
exhaust piping and DC motor with gearbox. Atmospheri air was suked into
the ompressor through a sution hamber whih has a ne air lter and ow
straightener. Inlet onditions onsisting of temperature and stati pressure
were measured in the sution hamber. On the outlet side the ompressor,
total temperature, stati and total pressure were measured.
To gain a better understanding of the impeller-volute interation measure-
ments of total pressure, ow angle and total temperature were taken near the
diuser exit. These measurements were obtained by three dierent types of
probes namely Cobra, Kiel and total temperature probes. In addition pneu-
mati ve-hole probes were used to ondut ow eld measurements to gain a
better understanding of the ow mehanism in the volute. The ow rate was
also measured on the outlet side with the use of a venturi. The ow rate was
ontrolled with three parallel arranged throttle valves. The test faility was
fully automated with the ontrol and measurement onduted from an isolated
ontrol room.
In both studies industrial sized ompressors were used with impeller sizes
of 300mm for Lim et al. (2011) and 400mm for Hagelstein et al. (2000). The
large impeller diameters limit the maximum attainable rotational speed as a
result of inreased blade tip veloities. At these high tip veloities soni on-
ditions are likely to our and material strength limitations have to be taken
into onsideration. These operating speeds fall far below those required by
miro gas turbines thus motors apable of operating at speeds onsistent with
miro turbines are sought after.
Eletri motors suh as brushless DC permanent magnet motors have been
widely used in the aerospae industry and have been used for high speed appli-
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ations (up to 100 000 rpm). These eletri motors have numerous advantages
over other types, however they are very expensive and require greater motor
drive omplexity. Although not speially aimed at aerospae or automotive
appliations, a study was performed by Soong et al. (2000) to investigate the
design of a high-speed indution motor for ommerial entrifugal ompressors
in industrial ooling appliations. The goal was to replae onventional om-
pressors used in these ooling appliations with a small high speed entrifugal
ompressor. Therefore a ommerially viable eletri motor was sought to
drive the ompressor.
Firstly Soong et al. performed a trade-o study to selet the orret motor
tehnology. Here they ompared brushless DC permanent magnet, indution
and swithed relutane motors. From the results of the trade-o study the
indution motor was seleted. The seletion was based on ritial speed, mo-
tor eieny and relative ost. Test results from several pre-prototypes were
suessful in whih a maximum speed of 60 000 rpm was ahieved. This speed
however is not suient for the design speed at whih the proposed entrifugal
ompressor is speied to operate.
Driven as omplete miro gas turbine Test failities developed by Lobik
(1995), Aus der Wieshe (2012) and Krige (2012) utilised ommerial miro
gas turbines where Benini and Giaometti (2007) designed and tested their
own miro gas turbine. Lobik investigated the use of miro gas turbines for
UAV appliations. At the time that the study was onduted he performed
a survey to determine the state of the art in UAV propulsion. As a result a
JPX-240 miro gas turbine from JPX, Frane was seleted. His seletion was
based on his survey of performane trends. In addition a review of engine per-
formane odes was onduted to determine whih would aurately represent
the performane of the test engine.
Lobik's test faility was a permanent installation. An I-beam was welded
to a attahment plate and bolted to the wall of the laboratory. The gas turbine
was then suspended from the I-beam by a spaer, radle and thrust beam. A
hole was drilled in the wall to aommodate an outlet dut for the exhaust
gas. The data aquisition used in his study is now obsolete and of no onern.
In ontrast to this design Aus der Wieshe, Krige and Benini and Giaometti
designed portable test benhes.
The test faility by Aus der Wieshe (Figure 2.2a) was designed spei-
ally to be low ost and ensure wide distribution. In addition they present a
novel method of performane predition by means of a thermal measurement
approah as a way of bypassing the need for speial eletrial environments. In
the design Aus der Wieshe refer speially to the ASME PTC 22 test ode
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(a) Test faility by Aus der Wieshe (2012). (b) Test faility by Benini and Giaometti
(2007).
Figure 2.2: Miro gas turbine test failities
whih applies to gas turbine engines but also mention that modiations were
required to aommodate the use of a miro gas turbine. The gas turbine used
on the faility was a SPM5 engine from JetCat, Germany. The test faility
is mounted on a portable table and ontains all auxiliary systems (omputer,
engine ontrol unit, fuel tank, ooling system) needed for orret operation.
Beause a thermal brake was used there was no need to onnet to an eletri
network to dissipate the gas turbine power.
Krige used a Baird Miro Turbine (BMT 120 KS) for his test benh in
whih he aimed to evaluate the engine performane and subsequently inrease
the thrust by redesigning the vaned diuser of the entrifugal ompressor.
His test benh is a simple design whih onsisted of two U-shaped aluminium
frames of dierent size whih t into one another. The larger frame was xed
to a base frame whih was seured to the laboratory oor. The gas turbine was
seured to the bak of the smaller frame to allow for a bellmouth and irular
inlet dut. The smaller or runner frame as dened by Krige, was plaed inside
the larger frame and xed to ball bearing runners plaed on the inside of the
larger frame. This allowed the runner frame to move an in axial diretion so
that thrust ould be measured.
The test faility onstruted by Benini and Giaometti (Figure 2.2b) was
dened and developed for miro gas turbine for researh purposes. The design
speiations were foussed on produing a low-ost, lightweight system apa-
ble of produing 200N of thrust. Every engine omponent namely the om-
pressor, ombustion hamber, turbine, nozzle and assembly was designed from
srath by following basi thermodynami and mehanial priniples. Initially
a thermodynami analysis of the entire system was performed by means of a
Brayton-Joule yle after whih they desribed the design and manufaturing
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proesses of eah engine omponent. The initial thermodynami analysis was
subjet to numerous onstraints regarding the operating onditions, various
omponent eienies and the fuel/air mixture.
Driven as omplete turboharger Smith (2010) performed a study to
ompile the speiations needed for the development of a test faility for
miro gas turbine development. He disusses the hallenges needed to be over-
ome regarding the development of miro gas turbine test failities and presents
numerous tables of alulations of theoretially ahievable performane gures.
In his study he identied various problems and design hallenges regarding the
high speed operation of miro gas turbines. Smith's performane alulations
were based on atmospheri onditions at sea level and eienies of various
omponents from design norms of miro gas turbines.
For the geometry of the various gas turbine omponents he uses aver-
age measurements based on four known designs to be manufatured in South
Afria. The parameters used for the entrifugal ompressor was an isentropi
eienies of ηc = 0.79 and impeller tip diameter of D2 = 80mm. From the
alulated results, Smith denes measurement ranges for the temperature and
pressure that need to be reorded by instrumentation. For the ompressor a
maximum outlet pressure of 325 kPa and outlet temperature of 430K is given.
His alulations have shown that an inrease in pressure ratio and turbine
inlet temperature (1300K) will have a great inuene on the generated thrust,
however the only limitations in ahieving these required levels of thrust is the
ability of the materials to maintain strutural integrity. In the development
of his proposed test faility, Smith disusses the ommon features of ommer-
ially available turboharger test failities. Commerial test failities by TQC
Automation and the Southwest Researh Institute (SwRI) are orientated ver-
tially and horizontally respetively (shown in Figure 2.3a and 2.3b).
The test faility proposed by Smith diers from the ommerial turboharger
failities sine it has the ability to measure thrust. He opted for a vertial
layout suh as the one used by TQC Automation & Test Solutions. The om-
patness of the design is emphasised by the fat that the intake is situated
diretly beneath the benh. Air enters through a bellmouth, ow straightener
and a laminar ow element to orret and eliminate any turbulent ow.
Speed measurement is done with a laser sensor, whih looks diretly up the
inlet through the laminar ow element (LFE) and reets o the blades of the
entrifugal impeller. The ompressor module is onstruted in a similar way to
that of a miro gas turbine's, but without the inlusion of a ombustor. Air is
radially diused through a vaned or vaneless ring. The radial ow is redireted
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(a) Test faility at TQC Automation & Test
Solutions (2012).
(b) Test faility at the Southwest Researh
Institute (2012).
Figure 2.3: Commerial turboharger test failities
through a large annular spae and throttled through a simple one whih exits
to the atmosphere in an axial diretion. The drive turbine used is the same as
that of onventional turboharger units. In this instane pressurized air enters
the turbine horizontally and exits vertially through a pipe and silener hood.
The rotational speed is ontrolled by throttling airow at the exhaust with
oarse and ne shunt valves. The vertial staking of omponents ensures that
the faility is aurately assembled.
Smith further desribes how the test faility may be modied to inorpo-
rate an axial ow turbine similar to those used in miro gas turbines. He
suggests that an independent ombustor be used to ahieve realisti levels of
performane. The faility must also be modular and easily modiable to a-
ommodate the tting of omponents suh as an axial ow turbine, inlet guide
vanes, turbine exit nozzle, et. In onlusion Smith reommends the urrent
vertial format for the test faility as it has many advantages in terms of ease
of modiation and auray of assembly. In spite of suggesting the use of
a pre-heat burner he selets old pressurised air to drive the turbine beause
of safety issues regarding the use of pre-heat burners. Other safety onerns
that need to be addressed is the addition of a dis burst and noise suppression
assoiated with high rotational speeds. Therefore he reommends the design
of a over with the apaity to absorb a dis burst and the use of sileners to
suppress noise.
A white paper by Garrett Turbohargers (2012b) gives a good overview
regarding the safety issue of a dis or wheel burst. The type of dis burst is
dened as well as the auses for suh an event to our. The most likely type
to our is that of a blade burst. This ours when entrifugal fores at speed
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(a) Test faility. (b) Cross setion view of test faility.
Figure 2.4: Proposed test faility by Smith (2010).
overome the mehanial strength of the blade root setion whih onnets the
blades to the hub. The seond and most extreme ase is alled a hub burst,
whih also has the highest potential for ausing damage to the housing. This
ours when the ultimate strength of the main hub to whih all the blades
are attahed is exeeded and therefore breaks apart into several piees. The
auses for a dis burst are as a result of low yle fatigue, foreign objet dam-
age and redued material strength through the ombination of high speed and
high temperatures. Continuous referenes are made to failures ourring due
to exessive abuse under operating onditions. The examples used to illustrate
the onditions for a dis burst are extreme and none of whih will be exerted
on the test ompressor in question.
2.2 Numerial analysis of entrifugal
ompressors
Computational uid dynamis has been suessfully used for turbomahinery
ow analysis either for performane predition or to gain better understand-
ing of various ow phenomena that our within these mahines. Numerial
analysis has been inluded as part of the sope and serves as a supplementary
study to the main fous of the projet. Insight about the use of numerial
modelling and the validity of omparing simulated and experimental data was
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sought.
Ling et al. (2007) performed a numerial investigation on a small gas tur-
bine ompressor with the aim to inrease the performane and eieny. They
utilised a KJ66 gas turbine engine tted with a KKK2038 ompressor impeller
oupled to a wedge-type diuser as a benhmark study. The ompressor had
a tip diameter of D2 = 66mm. The original ompressor stage was simulated
and performane and eieny values were mapped at operating speeds of
80 000, 100 000 and 120 000 rpm and ompared to that of the manufaturer.
ANSYS®, In. Turbogrid and CFX® -mesh was used to reate the ow
domain of the impeller and diuser setion respetively with the ow domain
solved by the CFX solver.
Aording to Ling et al. (2007) the results from the CFD simulations or-
related well with that of the engine speiation, however only the simulated
results are presented. As part of the design proess Benini and Giaometti
(2007) performed a numerial analysis of the entrifugal ompressor whih
they designed and utilised in their miro gas turbine engine. An iterative pro-
edure was followed in obtaining the nal ompressor design. The predited
performane results from the numerial analysis was ompared to a rst-yle
analysis and redesigned until satisfatory onvergene was ahieved. The nal
predited performane results of the ompressor are presented as well as those
from experimental test runs, but were not expliitly ompared.
The study by De Wet et al. (2010) demonstrated the auray of CFD by
omparing two well known ompressor ases found in literature, namely the
Ekardt O-Rotor and the "Radiver" open CFD test ase. The reason for verify-
ing the two test ases was to validate the redesign of a loomotive turboharger
ompressor using CFD (the ompressor rotor had a diameter of 400mm). De
Wet et al. models and simulates the two test ases using speialist software by
NUMECA International, namely the FINE/Turbo pakage. De Wet et al.
ompared the CFD and experimental results of both validation ases upon
whih he found good agreement. For the ase of the Ekardt O-Rotor, there
was good orrelation between the measured and numerial data, espeially at
the stall and hoke onditions. His results showed a maximum error in pressure
ratio of 0.043 and total-to-total eieny of 1.99% at a mass ow of 5.31 kg/s.
In addition the veriation of the O-Rotor diuser measurements produed a
maximum stati pressure error of 1.38%.
The study by Kim et al. (2011) is another example where a numerial inves-
tigation was veried with experimental results. They numerially investigated
the eets of blade angle distribution on the performane and loss generation
of entrifugal ompressor impellers. Four dierent blade proles were inves-
tigated, whih inluded the original prole used by the author in a previous
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study. The experimental results from the previous study were ompared to
the orresponding numerial results for veriation purposes.
Aording to Kim et al. there was good quantitative and qualitative agree-
ments over a majority of the operating ranges. Hagelstein et al. (2000) inves-
tigated the ow in a ompressor volute experimentally and numerially. For
the numerial analysis they used a three-dimensional Euler ode in whih the
wall-frition term and a tuned artiial dissipation term aounted for the vis-
ous eets. Reasonable agreement was ahieved between the experimental
and numerial results whih helped in gaining detailed knowledge about the
ow and loss mehanisms of a entrifugal ompressor volute.
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The test faility is installed in the Gas Dynamis Laboratory (Mehanial and
Mehatroni Department Building, Room 143) at the engineering faulty of
Stellenbosh University. Where appliable the test faility was designed in
aordane with the ASME PTC 10 Performane Test Codes on Compressors
and Exhausters (ASME, 1997) and follows the methodology proposed by Smith
(2010). The deision to drive the test faility with old ompressed air is
motivated by the fat that the required rotational speeds are not attainable
with a diret eletri drive (motors of this nature would be expensive); the
preheating of air with hydroarbon fuel holds an inherent safety risk and a
ompressed air system is available whih is able to supply the test faility with
ompressed air. Figures 3.1a and 3.1b illustrate the general layout of the test
faility (dimensions in mm).
3.1 The test faility
Layout The test benh is driven by ompressed air whih is supplied by
the existing ompressed air installation at the Mehanial Engineering De-
partment. The installation has the apaity to provide ompressed air at a
maximum pressure of 1MPa. The air is treated to remove exess moisture
by passing through two parallel oupled air driers. The treated air is then
stored in two separate reeiver tanks with a ombined apaity of 88m3. From
the reeiver a supply header, rated at 1.4MPa is fed diretly to the Gas Dy-
namis Laboratory where the test benh is loated. The supply to the lab-
oratory is ontrolled via a manually operated ball valve whih is situated at
the wall where the supply header enters the laboratory. Inside the laboratory
the header is equipped with several air supply points. A system pipeline dia-
gram desribing the layout of the test faility within the laboratory is shown
in Figure 3.2.
23
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(a) Top view.
(b) Side view.
Figure 3.1: Compressor test faility.
Turbine side The pipe network leading to the turbine inlet branhes from
the header supply. It is redued from 200mm to 100mm nominal bore (NB),
to aommodate a manually operated safety shut-o ball valve. Downstream
of the shut-o valve is a ow measurement setion to measure the ow apaity
through the turbine side of the turboharger. The ow measurement is per-
formed with an orie plate. Downstream of the ow measurement setion the
pipe is redued from 100mm to 50mm NB to aommodate a buttery ow
ontrol valve. This valve is onneted to a gearbox and stepper motor and is
used to regulate the ow through the turbine. All piping used on the turbine
inlet side is ANSI (Amerian National Standards Institute) rated shedule 40
with wall thikness's varying from 8.18mm for 200mm NB to 3.91mm for
50mm NB. Air at the turbine outlet is exhausted to atmosphere through a
90° bend onneted to a onial diuser.
Compressor side On the ompressor inlet side air enters through a bell-
mouth and a straight setion of PVC tubing. The NB of the PVC tube orre-
sponds to the ompressor asing inlet diameter. The inlet to the bellmouth is
overed with a meshed grid to prevent any foreign matter from being suked
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Figure 3.2: System pipeline diagram of test faility.
into the ompressor during operation. The volute exit one has a sudden ex-
pansion from 40mm to 60mm. A bushing was manufatured with an internal
diameter equal to 40mm and tted within the exit one to keep the inner
diameter uniform and prevent pressure variation due the area enlargement.
The air is disharged through a straight pipe setion with an NB equal to the
bushing internal diameter. Downstream of this setion the pipe NB is enlarged
from 40mm to 100mm to aommodate thermoouples used for measuring the
exit temperature. A gate valve is tted at the outlet of the pipe to adjust the
operating point of the ompressor by throttling the ow.
Mounting frame The turboharger, data aquisition eletronis and instru-
mentation are all mounted on or loated beneath a retangular frame made
from 50mm mild steel square tubing. This frame is mounted on a larger frame
whih is fastened to the laboratory oor for stability. The upper frame has
the ability to slide bak and forth on the fastened frame to allow adjustment
of the test set-up. The turboharger is fastened to a plate over on top of the
upper frame with slotted brakets whih allows for slight height adjustments.
3.2 Turboharger seletion
The sizing of the turboharger was performed using an indiret method pro-
posed by Brun and Nored (2006) and the projet speiations from the CSIR
Snedden (2010) (Table 1.1). Brun and Nored (2006) give four methods for
determining gas turbine power. Two methods involve diret measurements
of torque and power whih yield the lowest unertainty. The remaining two
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methods have a higher unertainty and indiretly determine the gas turbine
power though driven entrifugal shaft power measurements and gas turbine
heat balane measurements. None of the above mentioned methods were pos-
sible, however by applying the method of driven entrifugal shaft power and
making a few assumptions an estimate is possible. Firstly the estimated power
required to drive the ompressor was alulated. Following that, the estimated
size of the ompressor impeller was alulated from Dixon (2005).
3.2.1 Compressor power
The power that has to be generated by the turbine in order to drive the
ompressor is determined by estimating the power absorbed by the ompressor
Pc, using the isentropi head (H
∗
), density and ow rate(Brun and Nored,
2006):
Pc = Poηm ≈ ρsQsH∗ (3.2.1)
The density (ρs) and ow apaity (Qs) are taken at the sution side of the
ompressor. It is assumed that the mehanial eieny (ηm) of the mahine
is 0.9. Aording to Brun and Nored the atual enthalpy hange must be
used, however in this ase it is assumed that the enthalpy hange is isentropi
sine no atual enthalpy data is available. Assuming ideal gas onditions the
isentropi enthalpy or work done per unit mass is left to be determined.
H∗ = hd − hs = h(pd, ss)− h(ps, Ts) (3.2.2)
The enthalpy on the disharge side (hd) of the impeller is assoiated with
the entropy on the sution side (hs) sine the entropy hange in an isentropi
proess is zero. From thermodynami properties of dry air at 293K the en-
thalpies are alulated as follows:
hs = CpsTs (3.2.3)
hd = CpsTs
(
pd
ps
)γ−1
γ
(3.2.4)
Substituting equations 3.2.2 - 3.2.4 into 3.2.1, the estimated power absorbed
by the ompressor is alulated to be:
Pc = Poηm ≈ ρsQsH
≈ 48 kW (3.2.5)
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3.2.2 Compressor sizing
When estimating the size of the ompressor impeller the following assumptions
where made:
 the ompressor has radial vanes (β2 = 0°).
 no whirl is imparted at the eye (cθ1 = 0m/s).
 a typial slip fator σ = 0.9.
 power input fator ψ = 1.035.
The speiations reeived from the CSIR suh as the pressure ratio (4.72),
isentropi eieny (79.8%) and rotational speed (121 000 rpm) were used in
the alulation. The estimated impeller size is alulated from:
pt3
pt1
=
(
1 +
ηcψσU
2
2
CpTt1
) γ
γ−1
(3.2.6)
and rearranged to solve for U2 so that:
U2 =
√√√√CpTt1
ηψσ
[(
pt3
pt1
) γ
γ−1
− 1
]
(3.2.7)
also from U2 = ωr2 and ω = N
pi
30
suh that:
ω = 121 000
π
30
= 12 671.09 rad/s (3.2.8)
r2 =
U2
ω
= 37.09mm (3.2.9)
The estimated impeller outlet diameter is alulated to be D2 = 74mm.
This diameter size orrelates well with the average impeller size used in the
study by Smith. The turboharger with an ompressor outlet diameter los-
est to the estimated alulations was a Kühnle, Kopp & Kaush (KKK) tur-
boharger (Table 3.1) with an impeller outlet diameter measured atD2 = 81mm:
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Table 3.1: KKK K27 turboharger identiation information.
KUNDE-NR -
GRÖSSE 27
ALT-NR KA 50128532 00096
AUSF-NR 5327 988 6206
3.3 Instrumentation and hardware
The following setion disusses the instrumentation and data aquisition utilised
on the test faility.
3.3.1 Pressure measurement
Several pressure transduers where used to monitor the stati and dierential
pressure of the ompressor at various loations stipulated by the ASME test
odes, indiated in Figure 3.5. These loations are:
1. aross the bellmouth, perpendiular to the plane of ow. (p0)
2. upstream of the ompressor inlet, (p1).
3. at the impeller outlet, (p2).
4. at the vaneless diuser outlet, (p3).
5. downstream of the ompressor outlet, (p4).
At eah pressure station there are four pressure taps spaed 90° apart. An
Endress+Hauser PMD70 dierential pressure transduer was used to measure
the pressure aross the bellmouth with a maximum dierential pressure range
of 3 kPa. HBM P8AP absolute pressure transduers were used to measure the
pressure at all other pressure stations. These transduers have a maximum
operating range of 1MPa. All pressure transduers were used in onjuntion
with HBM AE301 strain gauge measuring ampliers. The measuring ampli-
ers were saled aording to the estimated maximum pressure to be measured
at the various stations in order to obtain the best measuring resolution. The
alibration urve (with orresponding equation) for eah transduer is shown
in Appendix A.1. To measure the stati pressure at the impeller and diuser
outlet radial pressure taps where inserted in the ompressor bakplate (Figure
3.3).
The pressure taps were manufatured as brass inserts eah with a 1.5mm
diameter hole and press tted into the ompressor bakplate. Four pressure
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Figure 3.3: Impeller and diuser pressure tap loations.
taps were tted at eah station. From Figure 3.3 one an see that the impeller
outlet pressure taps are not situated exatly at the impeller outlet radius.
This is beause of a irumferential gap that exists between the impeller and
diuser and the diameter of the inserts limit the loation of the entre of the
pressure tap. This however was not the ase at the diuser outlet radius. The
pressure distribution onditions through the turbine were also monitored at
the following loations:
1. aross the orie plate, perpendiular to the plane of ow.
2. at the turbine outlet.
3.3.2 Temperature measurement
For the temperature measurements J-type thermoouples from Unitemp Pty
(Ltd) were used to measure the temperature. The loations are:
1. at the bellmouth inlet, (T0).
2. at the ompressor outlet, (T5).
3. at the turbine inlet.
4. at the turbine outlet.
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As stipulated by the ASME test odes, four thermoouples per station were
used for the ompressor, (Figure 3.5). For the turbine only one thermoouple
per station was regarded as suient. The thermoouples at the bellmouth
inlet were xed to the safety grid at a distane equal to the bellmouth throat
diamter from the inlet and spaed 90° apart. These measure the inlet total tem-
perature and are used for alulating the mass ow through the ompressor.
Temperature is not measured at the inlet of the ompressor and is alulated
iteratively using the mass ow, measured inlet total temperature and ompres-
sor inlet stati pressure. It was assumed that the proess representing the air
owing from the bellmouth to the ompressor inlet was adiabati. In order to
redue heat loss to the environment and ensure adiabati onditions insulation
was added to the outlet piping. The temperature at the ompressor outlet was
measured with half-shielded probes.
The measurement of total temperature in an ideal moving uid by an ide-
alised probe is based upon the assumption of an isentropi proess of deeler-
ation i.e. the stagnation ondition is adiabati and reversible. However in the
ontext of pratial thermometry (a real probe immersed in a real moving gas)
this isentropi assumption beomes invalid due to real gas and probe eets.
The proess is diabati as a result of heat transfer to and from the gas and
probe. The stagnation of uid on the probe is not quasi-stati and therefore
not reversible. Also boundary layer-eets suh as visosity and thermal on-
dutivity onit with this isentropi assumption. In addition impat eets
assoiated with Mah and Reynolds numbers also aet the measurement of
a real probe. Therefore in pratie a real probe will indiate an equilibrium
temperature whih diers from the total temperature measured by an idealised
probe in an ideal gas.
A dynami orretion fator K is introdued to orret the measurement
of the real probe. From Benedit (1977) the total temperature measured by
the real probe is expressed as:
Tt = Tp + (1−K) c
2
2Cp
(3.3.1)
The dynami orretion fator determines the impat of the dynami tem-
perature on the total temperature. From experimental results published in
Benedit (1977) it was found that the half-shielded probe with a value of
K ≈ 0.96, (Figure 3.4) is the least sensitive to the aforementioned real gas and
probe eets and was therefore the most suitable type of probe.
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Figure 3.4: Half-shielded thermoouple probe.
Figure 3.5: Compressor pressure and temperature measurement loations.
3.3.3 Flow rate measurement
Flow rate is measured through the ompressor and turbine and alulated
with Bernoulli's ow obstrution theory. The governing equation desribing
the ow through an obstrution ow meter is:
m˙ = CdEǫ
π
4
d2
√
2∆pρ1 (3.3.2)
The ow rate through the ompressor is measured on the inlet side with a
bellmouth (Figure 3.5). The bellmouth had to be alibrated in the Heat Trans-
fer Laboratory of the Mehanial and Mehatroni Department Building using
a method similar to that of Smith (1985). The mass ow measurement was
implemented in aordane with ASME PTC-10, where appliable. As previ-
ously mentioned the pressure dierene aross the bellmouth is measured with
a dierential pressure transduer. The high pressure side of the transduer
measures the ambient pressure. The low pressure side measures the throat
stati pressure from four stati pressure taps spaed at 90° around the throat
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of the bellmouth. The bellmouth alibration resulted in a disharge oeient,
Cd value asymptoti to 1. The alibration urve is shown in Appendix A.2
Flow rate through the turbine is measured with an orie plate and de-
signed in aordane with the BS (British Standard) 1042 standard (BSI,
1981). Due to the lak of information regarding the operation of the tur-
bine an estimate of the ow was made when the orie plate was designed.
The diameter ratio β was alulated using the maximum operating pressure
and design pressure drop and estimated mass ow rate. For a supply pressure
of 1MPa, pressure drop of 20 kPa and mass ow rate of 1 kg/s, a diameter ratio
of β = 0.526 was alulated. The sample alulations are shown in Appendix
E.1.
3.3.4 Speed measurement and ontrol
Speed Measurement Rotational speed measurement is typially aom-
plished by proximity, magneti, or indutive sensors. These sensors have to be
mounted in lose proximity to the shaft or any rotating part of the mahine. In
the ontext of this test faility this proved diult to implement as there were
limited loations for mounting the sensors. Sine a omplete turboharger unit
was used, the only possible aess to any rotating surfae was at the inlet of
the ompressor. Beause of the manner in whih these sensors operate and the
need for the inlet ow to remain undisturbed, these sensors were therefore not
adequate to measure the rotational speed.
Another method of measuring the angular speed is by means of optial re-
etion. These sensors typially use an infra red or high onentration light
beam that reets o a rotating part of the mahine (shaft or blade). The
advantage of these sensors over those previously mentioned is the ability to
be loated at a reasonable distane from the reetive surfae, thereby elimi-
nating the problem of ow disturbane. Two important aspets determine the
hoie of the reetive sensor namely; the swithing frequeny and the ree-
tive range. The sampling frequeny fs is governed by the Nyquist-Shannon
sampling theorem whih states that for a signal to be perfetly reonstruted
it must be sampled at greater than twie the maximum sampling frequeny of
Bmax, whih in this ase is the frequeny at maximum rotating speed of the
shaft:
fs = 2B (3.3.3)
For an estimated maximum rotational speed of 121 000 rpm:
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Bmax =
rpm
60
= 2 kHz
≈ 2.02 kHz
(3.3.4)
therefore the minimum required sampling frequeny is fs = 4.04 kHz.
After onsidering the possible mounting loations and various fators re-
garding reetive sensors it was deided to use an infra-red sensor reeting
through the side of the inlet pipe oupling perpendiular to the diretion of
ow. The sensor reets o a at ut away setion whih has been mahined
from the hub protruding in front of leading edge shown in Figure 3.6. By
mounting the sensor in this way the inlet ow is left undisturbed.
Figure 3.6: Loation and mounting of the tahometer.
An infra-red OPB732 Long Distane Reetive Swith from OPTEK Teh-
nology was seleted beause of its reetive range and small size. The sensor
onsists of an infra red diode and photo-transistor. Essentially the transis-
tor ats like a swith whenever the infra red beam is reeted. The sensor
output is an AC voltage signal, ideally a square wave, with a frequeny that
is diretly proportional to the speed of the rotating impeller. The output is
rarely perfet, sine eletrial "noise" distorts the shape of the wave, therefore
signal onditioning and saling was implemented to extrat the frequeny and
onvert it to a rotational speed.
Speed ontrol The rotational speed of the ompressor is ontrolled by vary-
ing the ow rate through the turbine. The ow rate is adjusted with a ontrol
valve situated upstream of the turbine inlet. The ontrol valve is atuated
by a stepper motor via a gearbox (Figure 3.7). The stepper motor was on-
trolled with an Arduino Uno miro ontroller via a MLennan Servo stepper
drive (Figure 3.8). The valve was remotely ontrolled by manual push button
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swithes. The speed measurement was used as feedbak for the operator and
stepper ontroller. Positional ontrol on the valve was not implemented, in-
stead limit swithes were used to indiated the omplete open/losed position
of the valve.
Figure 3.7: Flow ontrol valve with gearbox and stepper motor.
Figure 3.8: Stepper motor drive and Arduino miro ontroller.
3.3.5 Lubriation system
The lubriation of a turboharger is ruial to the funtion of the entire system.
Oil is needed to lubriate and ool the bearings. The oil for the turboharger
was supplied by a lubriation system based on a design by Nieuwoudt (1987)
(Figure 3.9). The bearing system of the K27 turboharger onsisted of two
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radial journal bearings and an end thrust bearing whih an freely rotate on
a thin lm of oil (Figure B.2). The bearings have a set of small holes through
whih the oil an ow to reah the shaft. Care should be taken to ensure that
the oil will penetrate these holes in order to prevent failure of the bearings and
ause possible damage to other omponents of the turboharger. This type
of failure will our as a result of blokage aused by abrasion between the
bearings and shaft. This ours due to improper lubriation when the oil is
too visous for suient penetrating through these holes. Another reason for
failure of the bearings is aused by the aumulation of ne partiulate (found
in the oil) within these holes prevents the oil from reahing the shaft. These
problems are avoided by orret heating and ltering of the oil.
For the purposes of this test benh modiations were made to the mon-
itoring of oil pressure and temperature. The oil was pumped from a 20 l
reservoir with a gear pump apable of delivering 16 l/min at 1460 rpm and was
driven by a motor rated at 0.75 kW and 5A. Nieuwoudt (1987) had speied
the pump to deliver 4 times the ow rate needed for his turboharger at a
pressure of 200 kPa to 400 kPa. Information regarding the ow rate and oil
pressure needed for the K27 turboharger was unattainable from the manu-
faturers. However the ow rate provided by the pump was onsidered to be
suient for the lubriation of the K27 turboharger, based on a omparison
to the turboharger used by Nieuwoudt (1987).
Figure 3.9: Lubriation system.
Oil pressure and ow rate ould be adjusted with the pressure- and ow-
ontrol valves. The oil pressure was originally monitored only at the oil pump
with an analogue pressure gauge. This was replaed with a new analogue gauge
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with an extra gauge tted at the inlet of the turboharger bearing housing.
The reason for monitoring the oil pressure at the turboharger was to indiate
the pressure drop aross the piping and therefore the atual oil pressure enter-
ing the turboharger. This pressure drop was measured to be at most 100 kPa
during steady operation. As an added safety measure the oil pressure at the
turboharger was monitored with a pressure transduer with the reading being
displayed on the data aquisition program to give real-time feedbak to the
test operator.
The heating of the oil plays an integral part in the orret operation of
the turboharger as it ensures that the oil reahes and maintains the right vis-
osity needed for optimal lubriation. Nieuwoudt (1987) implemented a 2 kW
low intensity eletrial heating element to heat the oil to the orret temper-
ature without burning the oil. The oil temperature limit was manually set
with a thermostat. In addition the oil temperature was measured with T-type
thermoouples at two loations; at the oil return side after passing through
the turboharger where it was heated by the element and seondly on the in-
take side of the pump. This was to ensure that the oil maintained a uniform
temperature throughout the system. A opper oil tube was used by Nieu-
woudt (1987) as a heat exhanger to additionally regulate the oil temperature.
This however was not needed and subsequently removed as the temperature
remained onstant and within safe limits during operation.
The type of oil used was Fuhs 15W40 heavy duty multigrade engine oil,
as reommended by the suppliers of the turboharger, Turbo Exhange, and
proved to be suessful. The bypass valve allows the system to be operated
without the need for oil to ow through the turboharger. Prior to testing,
the oil was heated to the orret temperature by irulating it through the
system and bypassing the turboharger. The reason for this was to prevent
overloading of the motor by pumping old oil through the turboharger. The
motor was proteted by a 5A overload iruit. The nal operating parameters
of the lubriation system are presented in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Lubriation operating onditions.
Pressure 600 kPa
Temperature 60 - 70 ◦C
Flow Rate 4 l/min
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3.4 Data aquisition system
Data aquisition (DAQ) was performed using the National Instruments' (NI)
CompatRIO (RIO) and LabVIEW 2011 graphial development environ-
ment. The RIO is a reongurable embedded ontrol and data aquisition
system onsisting of an embedded ontroller for ommuniation and proess-
ing, a reongurable hassis hosting the user eld programmable gate array
(FPGA) and various hot-swappable I/O modules. The RIO system is pro-
grammed with LabVIEW and LabVIEW Real-Time appliation software.
A shemati of the data aquisition system is illustrated in Figure 3.10. The
data aquisition hardware was mounted on the test faility frame beneath the
turboharger shown in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.10: Data aquisition system shemati.
The DAQ system was designed by following a Host and Target Appliation
Arhiteture for a real-time appliation (National Instruments, 2010a,b). The
host appliation ontains the user interfae and is run from the host (laptop)
omputer and ommuniates with the real-time appliation on the target (NI-
RIO) omputer. For the test faility, a RIO-9073 was used whih has a
266MHz real-time proessor, an FPGA hip and eight expandable C-Series
module slots. These modules are data sampling ards and were onneted to
the various sensors. The modules used were:
1. Two Combination 8-Channel Voltage (±10V) and 8-hannel Current (4-
20mA) Analogue Input modules (NI-9207).
2. One 16-hannel Thermoouple module (NI-9213).
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Figure 3.11: Data aquisition omponents.
3. One 4-hannel 100 kS/s, 16 bit, ±10V Simultaneous Sampling Analogue
module (NI-9215).
3.4.1 Sensor measurements
All measurements were addressed through the RIO-9073. The pressure mea-
surements were sampled with the NI-9207 modules. The measuring ampliers
were alibrated to provide 0 - 10V full sale output for eah pressure mea-
surement. The sampled signals were onverted from voltages to the equiva-
lent pressures in real-time using the respetive equations obtained from the
alibration urves. The temperature measurements were sampled with the
NI-9213 of whih eah hannel was ongured to the type of thermoouple
at the respetive measuring station. Labviewprovides tables and polynomial
funtions that onvert the thermoouple voltage to temperature. The polyno-
mial funtion were hosen by default and are shown in Appendix C.1.3. The
temperatures were measured in Kelvin.
Regarding the auray of the temperature measurements, the NI-9213 has
a built-in old-juntion ompensation to orret for the ontat between the
thermoouple and module terminal. In addition further oset errors are elimi-
nated by measuring an autozero hannel at the start of eah san. Similarly to
the pressure and temperature measurements the ompressor ow rate is om-
puted and displayed in real-time. The sampling of the NI-9207 and NI-9213
modules were moderate at rates of 500Hz and 1.2 kHz (aggregated) respe-
tively. These sample rates were suient as the measurements were foussed
on steady state onditions.
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The speed measurement was sampled with the NI-9215 module. The sam-
pling rate of 100 kHz per hannel exeeds the required sampling rate alulated
in 3.3.4 and is therefore well suited for the speed measurement. The rota-
tional speed was determined by measuring the frequeny of the tahometer
(optial swith) signal and saling it to rpm. The frequeny was determined
by measuring the period of the sampled signal either from a rising or falling
edge trigger. The measurement range and sensitivity ould be adjusted by
speifying a signal oset and hysteresis. The virtual instrument (VI) blok
diagram ode for the various measurements is shown in Appendix C.1.
3.4.2 Program operation
The target appliation onsists of the FPGA hip and real-time proessor em-
bedded in the RIO hassis and ontroller. The RIO's FPGA was used in
onjuntion with the real-time proessor to ensure parallel and determinis-
ti data aquisition. All the raw measurements were sampled and proessed
through the FPGA. Four separate aquisition loops were used for eah of the
data ards. The FPGA allows the sampling speed to be set individually for
eah loop, therefore allowing the speed measurement to be proessed at a faster
rate without aeting the sampling integrity of the pressure and temperature
data. The raw data from the FPGA is transferred to the real-time proessor
where the sampled measurements are saled and onverted to SI units. In ad-
dition the ativation of the limit swithes are monitored by means of boolean
logi. The FPGA and real-time appliations were treated as separate VI's.
Figure 3.12: Data aquisition GUI.
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The host appliation is the graphial user interfae (GUI) of the measure-
ment system and is operated from a personal omputer by the test operator
(Figure 3.12). It allows the monitoring and storage of data of all sensors ou-
pled to the test benh. Two tabs were reated for the ompressor and turbine
in whih to view the respetive pressures and temperatures during operation.
Furthermore the lubriation system is also monitored with information about
the oil temperature and pressure being displayed to the operator. A number of
warning indiators alert the operator in the event of a problem. The operator
is warned if the oil pressure and temperature are not within safe operating
limits and indiates whether the ow ontrol valve is either fully losed or
open thereby preventing any damage ourring to any part of the ow on-
trol assembly. Other telemetry displayed inlude the test ambient onditions,
ompressor ow rate and operating speed. The user has a hoie of setting the
sampling rate, sample time and le loation on the GUI. The ompressor and
turbine data are stored separately in Mirosoft Exel .xls format.
3.5 Test method and data redution
At rst preliminary tests were done to verify the operation of the test benh
and to determine the apabilities in omparison with the reommended test
proedures presribed in ASME PTC-10 and Brun and Nored (2006). From
these tests, values for the number of test points, time duration at a speied
speed and total test time ould be determined. External fators that would
have an aet on the operation of the test benh were the minimum allow-
able air reeiver pressure required by other failities within the faulty and
the time for the reeiver to rell to full apaity. The minimum allowable
reeiver pressure during normal working hours was 6MPa therefore allowing a
reeiver pressure drop of 4MPa during tests. This pressure drop was extended
to 6MPa after working hours.
Two sets of preliminary tests were performed, eah onsisting of test runs
at 60 000, 80 000 and 100 000 rpm with the number of operating points ranging
from four to seven at eah speed. The total test time for eah set was 4 and
4.5 hrs respetively whih inluded time spent on measurement (an average of
30min) and relling of the ompressed air reeiver whih took 3.5 and 4 hrs.
The rate at whih the reeiver relled was dependent on its usage by other
failities. A sample rate of 10 S/s for a duration of 10 s was used. The number
of measurements that ould be taken during eah test run was dependent on
the rotational speed. On average three dierent test points ould be measured
at 100 000 rpm with a maximum of eight points at ombined speeds of 60 000
and 80 000 rpm. The interval between eah measurement ranged from 1 to
4min.
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For steady-state operation Brun and Nored (2006) suggests that the om-
pressor be operated for at least 30min to guarantee a omplete heat soak.
This is to ensure that the temperature probes an reah equilibrium. If not
then steady-state onditions may be onsidered if readings have stabilised for
an interval of at least 10min prior to taking measurements. From the pre-
liminary tests it was lear that the suggested heat soak time was infeasible
but steady-state operation was ahieved within the intervals between sues-
sive measurements. The 10min interval also proved to be infeasible as the air
reeiver would need to be relled more often and thereby extending the total
test time.
On average the intervals between suessive test points lasted 1.5min dur-
ing whih the operating point was adjusted until the required mass ow had
been attained and measured temperature stabilised. The steady-state ondi-
tions were veried from the telemetry displayed on the program GUI. As a
general rule the test unit was set to idle at a speed of 20 000 rpm at the start
and end of eah test run for a period 3min to 5min. This was performed
to ensure proper heat penetration and thermal equilibrium of the lubriation
throughout the mahine bearing and shaft assembly. For the atual test runs
a total of four sets of readings were taken at eah test point with a total of
six test points at a onstant speed to omplete a performane urve. The test
points were evenly spaed from hoke to the onset of surge. The detailed test-
ing proedure and hek list is presented in Appendix F.
Following the ompletion of the test an unertainty analysis was performed
to validate the integrity of the measured data. From the theory of pooled statis-
tis a better statistial estimate is obtained from the measured quantities by
ombining m repliated measurements of n samples per measured quantity.
In determining the preision interval about the pooled mean a normal dis-
tribution with a student-t weighting of t99 was used. For a total of m = 4
repliated measurements eah onsisting of n = 100 samples, the distribution
of eah measured quantity about the pooled mean is given by (Figliola and
Beasley (2006)):
x = 〈x¯〉 ± t99,99〈Sx¯〉 (99%) (3.5.1)
where the pooled mean and pooled standard deviation of the mean are
respetively dened as:
x¯ =
1
mn
j=1∑
m
i=1∑
n
xij (3.5.2)
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〈Sx¯〉 =
√
1
m
∑j=1
m S
2
xj√
mn
(3.5.3)
For the alulation of the ompressor performane the pooled average of
eah quantity was used. Regarding the temperature measurements, sine four
independent readings were taken at eah station, the average of the pooled
averages were used. The deviation between the individual temperature mea-
surements at eah station were all within the presribed limit of auray
shown in Table 3.3, thus there was no need to disard any of the values.
The stability of the ompressor operation is determined by the utuation
of the measurements when operating at steady onditions. Permissible u-
tuations are provided by ASME PTC-10 and Brun and Nored (2006) shown
in Table 3.3. The utuations referred to by the ASME PTC-10 odes are
alulated as the dierene between the minimum and maximum test sample
divided by the sample average (Eq. 3.5.4). Flutuations of three test points
namely surge, best eieny and hoke are presented in 5.2.
∆F =
100(xmax − xmin)
1
n
∑n
i=1 xi
(3.5.4)
Table 3.3: Compressor stability riteria.
Quantity ASME Brun
Inlet temp. 0.5% ±1 ◦C
Outlet temp. 0.5% ±1 ◦C
Inlet press. 2.0% ±1% of average value
Outlet press. 2.0% ±1% of average value
Speed 0.5% ±10 rpm
Flow 0.5% ±1% of average value
Calulation of the ompressor performane followed a rened method given
in ASME PTC-10 for alulating the total onditions at the ompressor outlet
using air as an ideal gas. The eets of humidity as well as dry and wet bulb
temperature were not aounted for as no sensors were installed to measure
these quantities. The method is iterative and starts by letting the initial stati
temperature be equal to the measured temperature, Ts = Tp. Next the stati
properties of the air namely density (ρ), spei heat at onstant pressure (Cp)
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and ratio of spei heats (γ) are alulated at the ompressor outlet using
the ideal gas law and measured quantities of temperature and pressure. The
spei heat at onstant pressure was alulated as a funtion of temperature
(Cengel and Boles, 2006);
C¯p = 28.11 + 0.1967× 10−2 + 0.4802× 10−5 − 1.966× 10−9 (3.5.5)
Following that the absolute veloity and Mah number of the air is alu-
lated. Where the Mah number exeeded 0.3 an average value of spei heat
and spei heat ratio at the total and stati temperatures were used. The
total temperature is then alulated using Eq. 3.3.1 from whih a new stati
temperature is alulated.:
Ts =
Tt
1 + (γ−1)M
2
2
(3.5.6)
This new stati temperature is ompared to the initial value upon whih
the proess repeated until an aeptable dierene error was reahed. The
total pressure was then alulated from;
pt = ps
[
1 +
(γ − 1)M2
2
] γ
γ−1
(3.5.7)
The total onditions alulated using the method desribed refer to the
loation of the pressure measurement station at the ompressor outlet whih
is loated a distane of 300mm from the outlet of the volute exit one. To
ensure the orret omparison of data between the experimental and numerial
results, the total and stati onditions at the volute outlet were alulated from
the known data at the measurement stations using ompressible adiabati
dut ow with frition (Fanno ow) (White, 2005). For this type of ow
the ross-setional area, stagnation enthalpy and mass ow remains onstant
exept for momentum whih is aeted by tion. The adiabati assumption
is substantiated by the fat that heat loss and addition to the outlet piping is
redued by the added insulation. Critial to this type of ow is the uid Mah
number whih is to be alulated at the volute exit one from whih the total
onditions at that point are determined. The governing equation relating the
uid Mah number and pipe frition is given by:
f¯L∗
d
=
1−M2
γM2
+
γ + 1
2γ
ln
(γ + 1)M2
2 + (γ − 1)M2 (3.5.8)
Usually the required pipe length needed to aelerate/deelerate ow to
soni onditions from known upstream onditions is determined from:
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f¯
∆L
d
=
(
f¯L∗
d
)
upstream
−
(
f¯L∗
d
)
downstream
(3.5.9)
In this ase the upstream onditions are to be determined therefore Eq. 3.5.9
is rearranged to:
(
f¯L∗
d
)
upstream
= f¯
∆L
d
+
(
f¯L∗
d
)
downstream
(3.5.10)
Eqn. 3.5.10 is solved with the known pipe dimensions (∆L, d) and the uid
Mah number at the plane of the outlet pressure measurement station. The
result is then substituted into Eq. 3.5.8 and solved iteratively to obtain the
Mah number at the volute exit. The total and stati onditions are then solved
by ompressible ow ratio's. Sample alulations are presented in Appendix
E.2.
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Numerial Simulation
4.1 Introdution
This hapter desribes the modelling and simulation of the KKK K27 ompres-
sor. The CFD analysis was performed with NUMECA FINE/Turbo v8.9-1
and FINE/Open v2.11-2, the major dierene being that Turbo solves stru-
tured and Open unstrutured meshes. The FINE/Turbo solver was seleted
as it is speially suited for turbomahinery appliations suh as entrifu-
gal ompressors. The use of FINE/Open was later inluded when it was
neessary to analyse the impeller-volute interation. The mesh generation and
post-proessing was done with modules inluded in the solver software; namely
Autogrid5 (strutured grid generator), HEXPRESS (unstrutured grid gen-
erator) and CFView (post-proessing viewer).
4.2 Approah
A three-dimensional model of the impeller and volute was required for the
numerial analysis. No geometrial data for the ompressor was available,
therefore the physial models of the impeller and volute (Figures 4.1a, 4.1b)
had to be translated into three-dimensional CAD models.
Initially only the impeller and vaneless diuser were simulated and were
treated independently from the volute. The volute was later inluded to a-
ount for ow interation between the impeller, diuser and volute (Hagelstein
et al., 2000; Van den Braembusshe, 2006). The approah followed in both
analyses were similar exept where an investigation into various impeller ge-
ometries were done, whih was limited to the impeller-diuser analysis. Firstly
a omputational grid validation was performed where the global parameters
of pressure ratio and eieny of three grid densities were ompared. In ad-
dition the onvergene and y+
1
values were heked to see whether aeptable
45
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(a) Impeller rotor. (b) Impeller volute.
Figure 4.1: K27 ompressor omponents.
levels have been ahieved. Following the mesh validation, an investigation was
done to determine the best impeller geometry to be used with the volute. Two
areas of onern regarding this matter were identied; namely the hub llet
at the root of the blades and a small stepped gap between the interfae of
the impeller and diuser. The impat of these features on the auray of the
CFD results were investigated. Four dierent meshes were analysed of whih
one was seleted for the impeller-volute analysis. Lastly performane urves
of pressure ratio and eieny were onstruted with the seleted mesh at the
appliable rotational speeds and mass ows.
4.3 Impeller omputation
This setion desribes the CAD and mesh generation of the impeller. Further-
more the parameters related to the numerial omputation are also disussed.
4.3.1 Geometry
The geometri modelling of the ompressor impeller was done by Van der
Merwe (2012). A brief desription of his modelling proedure is disussed.
The grid generator requires a native *.geomTurbo le in whih the impeller
geometry is dened in order to generate a strutured mesh of the omputa-
tional domain. The *.geomTurbo le ontains oordinate information about
the hub, shroud and blade proles as well as periodiity and inlusion of the
splitter blades. Van der Merwe used a ombination of data from geomet-
ri sans, various CAD software (Rhinoeros3D® and PowerSHAPE®) and
ustom ode to digitally rereate the blade proles of the K27 impeller. The
meridional parameters and main blade speiations are presented in Figure
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4.2 (dimensions in mm) and Table 4.1.
Figure 4.2: K27 impeller geometrial onguration and parameters.
Table 4.1: K27 geometrial parameters.
Blade number, Z 14
Inlet hub radius, r1hub 10.1mm
Inlet shroud radius, r1shroud 25.5mm
Inlet angles, β1hub, β1tip 58°, 30°
Outlet radius, r2 40.4mm
Blade height, b2 5.0mm
Outlet angle, β2 30°
Step gap radius, rgap 41.9mm
Diuser radius, r3 59.4mm
Diuser passage height, b3 4.0mm
Axial length, ∆x 28.8mm
Tip gap, d
tip
0.45mm
4.3.2 Computational domain
The omputational domain of the CFD model starts at the inlet of the om-
pressor and extends to the outlet of the vaneless diuser, shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Meridional view of omputational domain.
The inlet of the domain is loated 20mm upstream of the leading edge of
the impeller main blade. This is roughly the distane at whih the end of the
ompressor shaft is loated. The inlet is modelled as a plane perpendiular
to the z-axis. The impeller outlet is extended to inlude the vaneless diuser
setion. The outlet of the domain is loated at a onstant radius r3 whih
oinides with the outlet of the vaneless diuser. The walls of the diuser
passage are parallel. The small stepped gap exists at the interfae of the
impeller outlet and diuser inlet (r2 to rgap). This gap is a result of the
manufaturing toleranes of the impeller bakplate.
4.3.3 Mesh generation
The impeller mesh was generated using NUMECA's automati strutured
mesh generator, Autogrid5. Meshes are generated through onformal map-
ping between the three-dimensional Cartesian spae and the ylindrial surfae
of the two-dimensional blade-to-blade spae (dm/r, θ). Autogrid allows the
user to hoose the level of involvement in the mesh generation proess by
means of Wizard and/or Expert modes. The Wizard mode was used to reate
an initial mesh after whih the quality was improved by ne-tuning parameters
available in Expert mode.
The impeller was modelled as a single blade row onsisting of one main and
one splitter blade. By priniple of symmetry the blade row is loated about
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the z-axis with a periodiity of 7. A onstant tip gap of d
tip
= 0.45mm was
speied from the leading to the trailing edge. In addition a hub llet with
radius of 1.85mm was speied. The addition of a hub llet ompliated the
meshing proess as it had a negative eet on the mesh quality, resulting in
orthogonalities lower than 20°. The mesh quality is disussed in 4.5. Beause
of the strutured mesh philosophy adopted by Autogrid5 the same number
of ells on the shroud plane have to be aommodated on the hub plane (0%
span). The presene of a hub llet redues the blade-to-blade area at the hub
plane. As a result the ells are `squeezed' into this smaller area resulting in
distorted ells espeially at the blade leading edge shown in Figure 4.4a.
(a) Filleted. (b) Unlleted.
Figure 4.4: B2B view of leading edge at 0% span.
Following the initial blade row set-up, the meridional ow paths were re-
ated. These ow paths are reated by projeting the surfaes of revolution i.e.
the hub and shroud onto the meridional plane (z − r). These ow paths are
distributed along the blade height from root to tip and in the gap between the
blade and shroud. The number of ow paths are dened by the spanwise grid
points of whih a default value of 73 grid points were used. The ow paths are
shown in Figure 4.5.
In addition the wall ell width (ywall) of the impeller surfaes was speied
to ensure that the orret range of y+ was attained on the impeller surfaes.
The value for ywall was alulated by using a trunated series solution of the
Blasius equation for turbulent ows (NUMECA International, 2010a):
ywall = 6
(
Vref
ν
)
−7/8(
Lref
2
)1/8
y+ (4.3.1)
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Figure 4.5: Flowpath layers in the meridional view.
Where the referene veloity Vref was taken as the average inlet veloity,
the referene length Lref was alulated from the meridional blade length. For
low-Re turbulene models a y+ value ranging from 1-10 is desired (NUMECA
International, 2010a; Versteeg and Malalasekera, 1995). The wall ell width
was alulated suh that a y+ lose to 1 ould be ahieved.
In the following step blade-to-blade meshes are reated in the (dm/r, θ)
spae, by projeting two-dimensional meshes on the ow path surfaes of the
meridional plane. This is an important step as the mesh quality is greatly
aeted by the hanges made in the bade-to-blade spae. The number of grid
points in the blade-to-blade mesh is speied by seleting a desired grid level.
An initial grid level of −7 equated to a total number of 1 040 860 grid points.
This hanged due to the modiation of the blade-to-blade mesh topology.
An H&I topology was used whih is well suited for multi-blade purposes
suh as a ompressor impeller with splitter blades. The area around eah blade
is desribed by four bloks namely an Inlet-, Outlet-, H- and Skin-blok, whih
onstitutes the H&I topology (Figure 4.6). The blue lines indiate the blok
boundaries. The Inlet blok is preeded by an extra Induer blok to aount
for the inlet setion of the omputational domain. It has 29 grid points in the
streamwise diretion. The Outlet blok is extended with an extra Disharge
blok to aount for the vaneless diuser outlet and has 21 grid points in the
streamwise diretion.
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Figure 4.6: Blade-to-blade view of the main and splitter blade (grid level 2).
By adjusting the number of nodes of the mesh bloks the number of ells
in the nal three-dimensional mesh ould be altered. Subsequently this had
an eet on the mesh quality and therefore had to be done arefully. The nal
blade topology showing the number of node points of the main and splitter
blades are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.
Figure 4.7: Mesh grid points of main blade topology.
In order to repliate the step gap found at the interfae of the impeller and
diuser, a z-r eet was added to the omputational domain. The interfae
between the rotating impeller and step gap was a full non-mathing periodi
interfae whih was modelled as a volume onsisting of 7 periodi setions.
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Figure 4.8: Mesh grid points of splitter blade topology.
The meridional mesh of the step gap is shown in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Meridional view of the step gap mesh.
One all the mesh parameters in the previous steps were set and an a-
eptable blade-to-blade mesh quality ahieved, a three-dimensional mesh was
generated. The three-dimensional mesh is reated by staking the blade-to-
blade meshes onto the surfaes of revolution reated by the ow paths. The
nal mesh onsisted of 1 846 597 ells divided into 17 bloks. For an impeller
of similar size and performane to the K27, the total number of ells is on-
sistent with the studies by Ling et al. (2007) and Kim et al. (2011) where
the investigation of seondary ows are not important and thus fall outside
the sope of this projet. Figure 4.10 shows a single blade row of the nal
three-dimensional mesh.
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Figure 4.10: Three dimensional blok mesh of the K27 ompressor impeller
(single blade row).
4.3.4 Computational parameters
This setion desribes the various parameters pertaining to the physial on-
guration, boundary onditions, numerial shemes, et. of the omputational
parameters for the impeller mesh.
4.3.4.1 Physial onguration
Fluid model The seleted working uid was atmospheri air whih was
modelled as a real gas. The real gas model is more thermally preise than a
perfet gas sine the quantities Cp and γ are dependent on temperature.
Flow model The experimental measurements were onduted under steady-
state onditions and the omputational ow model was speied aordingly.
The ow solver of hoie was the Turbulent Navier-Stokes solver. In numerous
studies involving CFD analyses of entrifugal ompressors a three-dimensional
Reynolds-averaged type Navier-Stokes solver was utilised, either ommerial
or in-house, (Benini and Giaometti, 2007; Hagelstein et al., 2000; Kim et al.,
2011; Van der Merwe, 2012).
Charateristi values of length, veloity and density were used to estimate
the Reynolds number of the ow whih provided useful information in hoos-
ing the appropriate turbulene model. The length is dened as the amber
length of the main blade and the veloity as the ompressor average inlet ve-
loity. The density was alulated from a referene temperature and pressure
of 289.5K and 100.5 kPa respetively whih orresponded to the average at-
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mospheri onditions for the duration of the experimental tests. Regarding
the hoie of turbulene model, numerous models have been used for various
geometries and operating onditions. Zangeneh et al. (2004) and Ling et al.
(2007) both utilise the Standard k − ǫ model. Zangeneh et al.'s impeller is of
an industrial size where as Ling et al.'s is small sale. The impeller rotational
speeds were 21 218 rpm and 120 000 rpm respetively.
Van der Merwe (2012) ompared four dierent turbulene models namely
the Baldwin-Lomax, Spalart-Allmaras, k − ǫ and k − ω models. From his
results he found that deviations in the resulting pressure ratios and eien-
ies at the domain outlet did not exeed 3%. Both the Baldwin-Lomax and
Spalart-Allmaras are low-Re models and therefore require a well resolved grid
near the wall. These models are well suited for high speed ows with thin
boundary layers and are thus typially used in aerospae and turbomahinery
appliations. Van der Merwe (2012) also found that the two-equations models
(k − ǫ and k − ω) took longer to reah onvergene. He nally seleted the
Spalart-Allmaras model. Krige (2012) used the Spalart-Allmaras turbulene
model in his study in whih he used an impeller of a similar size and perfor-
mane. Based on these ndings the Spalart-Allmaras model was the seleted
turbulene model.
Rotating mahinery The onguration of the rotating mahinery only re-
quired the denition of the rotational speed. The impeller was simulated at
three rotational speeds, namely −60 000, −80 000 and −100 000 rpm. The ro-
tational speed is speied with a negative sign to ensure that the impeller
rotates in the orret diretion about the z-axis. This is due to the orientation
of the impeller geometry in relation to the global oordinate system.
4.3.4.2 Boundary onditions
The omputational domain onsisted of four boundary groups, namely the
inlet, outlet, periodi and solid wall boundaries. The boundaries are automat-
ially dened in the *geomturbo le, however the onditions at those bound-
aries had to be speied. In keeping with the axis onvention all the boundary
onditions are speied in ylindrial oordinates.
Inlet boundary As mentioned in 4.3.2 the inlet boundary plane is loated
20mm upstream of the leading edge of the main blade and perpendiular to the
z-axis. The assumption is made that ow is purely axial (negative z-diretion)
at the inlet during experimental testing. No pre-whirl was indued without any
major disturbanes. The ow is onstrained by seleting the V-extrapolated
veloity diretion. The ow is onstrained in the axial diretion i.e. perpen-
diular to the inlet boundary plane, by setting the veloity omponents in the
Vz, Vr, Vθ diretions. In addition total quantities of pressure and temperature
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were imposed at the inlet boundary, whih orresponds to the test onditions.
The inlet onditions are shown in Table 4.2:
Table 4.2: Inlet boundary parameters.
Property Value
(|Vr|\V) 0
(|Vt|\V) 0
(|Vz|\V) −1
Absolute Total Pressure 100.5 kPa
Absolute Total Temperature 289.5K
Turbulene Visosity 0.0001m2/s
Outlet boundary The outlet boundary plane is loated at the outlet of the
vaneless spae at radius r3. It extends the entire blade height from the hub to
the shroud and is parallel to the z-axis. For the outlet boundary a subsoni
mass ow ondition was imposed. For the low rotational speeds, 60 000 and
80 000 rpm, a veloity saling ondition was applied while a pressure adapta-
tion ondition was applied to the 100 000 rpm. The veloity saling ondition
ensures that the imposed mass ow is attained at the outlet by saling the
veloity vetors. In the same way the pressure adaptation ondition automat-
ially modies the outlet pressure suh that ontinuity is maintained. A stati
pressure is required as an initial value for the full multigrid proess whih is
then extrapolated during eah subsequent grid level omputation. Another
treatment known as bakow ontrol was used to ontrol the distribution of
total temperature along the outlet plane. This ours in the ase of a radial
diuser as found in the KKK K27, where the ow ould re-enter the domain.
The re-entering and exiting ows are adjusted to have the same global total
temperatures.
Periodi boundary onditions The periodi and onneting boundary
onditions were automatially set by the grid generator and the orresponding
information was transferred to the solver, therefore no user input was required.
Solid wall boundaries The Navier-Stokes ow model allows thermal and
veloity onditions to be dened at the solid wall boundary. The solid bound-
ary was divided into two groups namely; rotating and stationary. The rotating
group onsisted of the hub, main and splitter blade surfaes while the station-
ary group onsisted of the shroud and step gap surfaes. The thermal ondi-
tion of the solid boundaries were set as adiabati. A onstant wall rotation
veloity was seleted for both solid boundary groups with 0 and 60 000 rpm
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to 100 000 rpm for the stationary and rotating groups respetively. The pres-
sure was set to be alulated from extrapolation. In addition torque and fore
values were also alulated on the rotating surfaes.
4.3.4.3 Numerial sheme
The timing onguration has already been disussed in 4.3.4.1. The numer-
ial model denes the numerial aspets of the omputation whih inlude
the hoie of spatial disretisation, CPU (Central Proessing Unit) booster,
CFL (Courant-Friedrihs-Lewy) number and multigrid parameters. For this
omputation the default entral spatial disretisation sheme with a 2nd-order
auray was seleted. The CPU booster was not ativated sine it is not
ompatible with the real gas model. The CFL number was kept at a standard
value of three.
FINE implements a multigrid method, known as oarse grid initialisa-
tion to aelerate onvergene. It essentially inreases the oarseness of the
mesh by a proess of agglomeration to obtain various grid intensities known
as grid levels. The maximum number of grid levels are dependent on the size
of the nest mesh and is automatially determined. The user does however
have ontrol of whih grid level the solution must be solved from. Further-
more the number of iterations performed on eah multigrid level ould also
be speied. Faster onvergene of the nal solution was ahieved by solving
the ow problem on eah subsequent grid level by using the solution from a
previous grid level as an initial solution to the urrent grid level being solved.
The mesh reated in AutoGrid5 is the nest level i.e. a multigrid level of (0 0
0). The values indiate the number of times the grid an be oarsened in eah
of the grid (i,j,k) oordinate diretions. The K27 mesh ould be oarsened a
maximum of three times, i.e. a grid level of (2 2 2). The multigrid method
was used to obtain solutions at the best eieny point (BEP) of all three
speeds. Thereafter the solutions at other operating points of the same speed
were solved only on the nest grid level. Further details regarding this matter
is disussed in the following paragraph.
4.3.4.4 Initial solution
For the simulations in whih the BEP were determined, the initial solution
`for Turbomahinery' was hosen. This onguration aters speially for
ylindrial rotating mahinery by onserving rothalpy along the streamlines of
the meridional plane. An estimated stati pressure of 100 kPa at the inlet was
dened for all three rotational speeds. Other operating points were speied
sequentially from the BEP to the surge and hoke points. The initial solution
for the points other than the BEP were speied from le, whih means that
a urrent omputation was initialised with the results from a previous ompu-
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tation. This was also applied when mapping the ompressor urves with the
performane urve module whih is disussed later.
4.3.4.5 Output values and omputational steering
The output parameters of greatest interest were those that may be ompared
with the experimental results suh as the total and stati pressures and temper-
atures. Furthermore absolute and relative veloities, absolute Mah number
and y+ quantities were seleted. The onvergene of a solution was subjeted
to the following riteria (NUMECA International (2010b)):
1. An adequate derease in global residuals (at least 3 orders of magnitude)
2. Stabilisation of the global parameters (at least 100 iterations)
3. A dierene error of < 0.5% between the inlet/outlet mass ow
The parameters that were monitored during a simulation were the global
residuals, pressure ratio, eieny and the dierene between inlet and outlet
mass ows. For the BEP a total of 2000 iterations was suient to reah
onvergene on the nest grid level. The number of iterations at the remain-
ing points varied from 400 to 600 with the latter being hosen loser to the
regions of surge and hoke where the solution reahed the limits of stability
and therefore needed more iterations to reah onvergene. In some ases a
dierene error between the inlet and outlet mass ow of as little as 0.004%
was ahieved.
4.3.4.6 Performane urve
A ompressor map of the K27 impeller was reated with a performane urve
module dediated to turbomahinery appliations. This module allows the
user to perform omplete performane urve evaluations with minimal user in-
teration and aelerates the simulation proess by automatially onguring
simulations in the stall and hoke regions from a speied design point. A
design point was speied from whih the urve is mapped in the surge and
hoke diretions. The points in the surge and hoke diretions ould either be
speied as a perentage of the design point outlet stati pressure or mass ow.
For the K27 impeller, the BEPs of all three speeds were speied as the
design point. Initially a total number of 15 points (the sum total of the design,
surge and hoke points) were seleted, whih extended from the onset of surge
to total hoke onditions. The number of points in the surge and hoke regions
varied aording to the position of the BEP in relation to the ritial surge
and hoke onditions and were hosen in suh a way as to obtain a urve with
evenly spaed points. A stall ondition in the ontext of the simulations was
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dened as an osillating variation presented by the mass ow, whih shows
no sign of stabilising with an inrease in iterations. A hoke ondition is in-
tuitively dened by the fat that no further inrease in mass ow is possible
at a ertain operating point and oinides with a sudden drop in eieny.
Pratially it was deided to simulate hoke from the BEP until an isentropi
eieny in the region of 60% was reahed. This pratie agrees with that
implemented by Kim et al. (2011) and Van der Merwe (2012).
4.4 Impeller-volute omputation
This setion desribes the CAD and mesh generation of the ombined impeller
and volute. In addition the parameters utilised in the numerial omputation
are presented.
4.4.1 Geometry
HEXPRESS uses a native *.dom le to generate an unstrutured mesh of
the omputational domain. It aepts three CAD formats from whih the
omputational domain an be reated. In this instane the Parasolid format
(*.x_t) was used. HEXPRESS requires the omputational domain to be
desribed as a single losed volume. It was important for the model to be
"watertight" so that the entire surfae model was without any disontinuities.
The domain was reated by onverting the imported Parasolid to a domain.
The *.dom le, whih is a triangulated representation of the CAD model, stores
information about the topology and geometry of the omputational domain.
The volute geometry was obtained by means of Stereolithograpy (STL) sans,
illustrated in Figure 4.11.
Geometri sans The volute was sanned at the Rapid Produt Devel-
opment (RPD) Laboratory, Industrial Engineering Department, Stellenbosh
University, with the help of Mr P. Hugo of the Institute of Advaned Tooling
(IAT). The geometry of interest was the volute avity whih ollets the ow
exiting the impeller. The Atos1 3D digitiser from GOM industries was used
to san the volute. A detailed desription of the use of the Atos1 is presented
in the thesis of Van der Merwe (2012). An area of onern regarding the ap-
turing of the geometry was the inner wall of the volute avity (Figures 4.12a
and 4.12b) whih is situated beneath an underut reated by the presene of
the upper diuser wall. The radius of the underut inreases gradually in a
irumferential diretion from the tongue to the exit one. This radius varies
from barely nothing to being most prominent between 225° and the tongue
intersetion.
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Figure 4.11: Stereolithography san of the K27 volute.
(a) Volute avity inner wall. (b) Volute tongue detail.
Figure 4.12: Problemati volute geometry.
The GOM sanner aptured the entire avity where possible, but due to
geometrial onstraints it ould not apture the inner wall aurately enough.
It was therefore deided to simplify this part of the volute geometry by omitting
the radius at the underut of the inner wall, thereby reating a sharp edge (see
Figure 4.15). During post-proessing the geometry was leaned and a referene
oordinate system added. The origin was plaed parallel to the plane of the
upper diuser wall in the entre of the volute inlet with the positive z-axis
pointing upward from the inlet. Twelve utting planes were added about the
z-axis in inrements of 15°. These planes provided irumferential ross-setion
proles whih were used to reonstrut the volute avity, (Figure 4.11).
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CAD model The CAD software used to model the volute avity was In-
ventor® Professional (Autodesk, 2012) and PowerSHAPE® (Delam, 2012).
As mentioned previously, it proved diult to aurately measure the inner
wall prole of the avity. The prole of the urved part of the wall was ap-
proximated by superimposing ars on the proles of eah of the twelve utting
planes. Most of the remaining geometry remained uniform exept at the tongue
region and from the full-olletion plane to the outlet. Finally a surfae loft
was reated by joining the losed proles from 0° to 360° to reate the spiral
shape. A separate surfae loft was reated for the straight setion from the
full-olletion plant to the volute outlet.
One the general shape was dened, the model was rened using Power-
SHAPE®. In PowerSHAPE® the model was manipulated into an aurate
wire-frame model of the avity. Next the wire-frame was overed with surfae
pathes to form three separate "watertight" volumes. The tongue intersetion
was modelled in greater detail by reating a ner grid of losely spaed prole
uts whih were overed with surfae pathes. Figure 4.13 shows an enlarged
area of the tongue region in whih the GOM san (red and purple) and mod-
elled volute (grey) are ompared. From a visual inspetion good agreement
an be seen between the sanned and modelled surfaes.
Figure 4.13: Tongue region of the volute.
After the reation of the losed surfae volumes they were transformed into
individual solid bloks and merged to form a single solid. The nal solid model
is shown in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: Final solid model of ompressor volute.
Figure 4.15 shows the ross-setional proles of the volute (dimensions are
in mm). The ow area is indiated by the hathed pattern. The simpliation
of the geometry an learly be seen, namely the sharp edge on the inner wall
radius and the irular ars of the avity wall. The diuser outlet and full-
olletion plane radii are indiated at r3 and rfcp respetively.
Figure 4.15: Cross-setion proles of volute.
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4.4.2 Computational domain
As mentioned in 4.4.1 the *.dom le onsists of a topology and geometry part.
The topology denes the model as a losed volume in the form of a skeletal
framework and provides information on the onnetion of faes, edges and ver-
ties. The geometry part denes the atual geometry of the model where the
faes, edges and verties are desribed by triangulation. The faeting parame-
ters and disretised domain are presented in Appendix G.2. The next step was
to simplify the disretised domain by retaining entities representing real fea-
tures or those that may have a signiant eet on the ow. This was ahieved
by merging edges and fae entities with a speied minimum angle between
them, thereby reduing the total number of edges and faes omprising the
domain.
Figure 4.16: Computational domain of the impeller-volute.
The omputational domain of the ombined impeller and volute retained
the same inlet boundary but inluded a new rotor/stator interfae and outlet
boundary denition. The domain through the impeller remained unhanged
up to the diuser outlet boundary. Initially the volute inlet boundary was
dened on the same plane at a onstant radius r3, however with the inlusion
of the impeller domain this boundary was redened as a rotor/stator interfae
to aount for the ow transition from the rotating to the stationary domain.
The walls of the volute avity orrespond to the geometri sans. The outlet
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boundary is loated at the exit of the volute exit one and oriented perpen-
diular to the x-axis. The omputational domain is illustrated in Figure 4.16.
The spei boundary onditions are disussed in 4.4.4.2.
4.4.3 Mesh generation
HEXPRESS is well suited for omplex geometries suh as a entrifugal om-
pressor volute and uses a step-wise top-down approah to generate high quality
meshes.
Initial mesh An initial mesh was reated to enompass only the omputa-
tional domain of the volute. The addition of the impeller mesh is desribed
at a later stage. A bounding box was reated by subdividing the domain into
equally sized retangular elements (isotropi ells), the number of whih ould
be speied in eah axis diretion. The mesh onsisted of 9672 ells with x =
31, y = 39, z = 8 ells in the respetive axis diretions. Good pratie suggests
to ll areas of less importane with larger ells, and vie versa for areas experi-
ening larger pressure or veloity gradients. This is important for the analysis
of seondary ows suh as the strong vortex ow pattern present at the entre
of the volute ross-setion (Hagelstein et al., 2000). However seondary ow
analysis is of less importane to the goals of this study and therefore the size
of the initial mesh was onsidered.
Mesh adaptation Following the generation of an initial mesh it was rened,
whereby ells are suessively subdivided in one or several diretions until a
spei geometrial riteria was met. This ensures that the geometry is more
aurately represented by the mesh. Four methods exist in whih ells may be
adapted, namely: Global, Curve, Surfae and Box adaptation. In this instane
the rst three methods were utilised.
The adaptation proess was regarded as a ritial part of the grid generation
proess as it had a signiant inuene on grid quality. The nal parameters
were obtained through an iterative proess. For the Global adaptation a max-
imum number of three renements were speied. For Curve adaptation the
urve desribing the volute outlet was subjeted to the Curvature and Target
ell size riteria. A maximum number of three renements were applied. For
Surfae adaptation all the volute surfaes were seleted exept for the out-
let and inlet (later hanged to rotor/stator interfae) surfaes. The seleted
surfaes were also subjeted to Curvature and Target ell size riteria. All
advaned parameters were kept at the default settings.
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Geometry snapping After the adaptation proess the majority of the vo-
lute body was desribed by the mesh, exept for lower dimensional features
suh as orners and urves. HEXPRESS applies an algorithm to reover
these features by projeting the mesh onto the geometry surfae. Additional
ells are inserted to ensure the mesh onforms to the domain geometry. Mesh
smoothing is also applied whih moves node points on the surfae and within
the volume. Mesh snapping parameters were kept at the default settings.
Mesh optimisation After the mesh snapping was ompleted, the mesh was
optimised to ensure that any poor quality ells (onave or negative ells) gen-
erated during the snapping proedure were onverted to onvex ones. Through
a proess of trial and error the following expert parameters were adjusted to
obtain the best possible mesh quality. The maximum number of external opti-
misation loops was inreased to 5 and the maximum number of orthogonality
optimisation loops and minimal orthogonality threshold were inreased to 5
and 20° respetively.
Visous layer insertion The visous layer insertion proess adopted by
NUMECA to aurately resolve boundary layers, relies on the suessive
subdivisions of the ells onneted to the walls. This is ontraditory to other
methods whih insert layers by way of extrusion from the wall. The visous
layers insertion is ontrolled by setting Global and individual Surfae parame-
ters. A rst layer thikness and strething ratio an be speied to ontrol the
thikness of the rst layer and thikness ratio of eah suessive ell normal to
the wall. The method of visous layer insertion an also be hosen, either by
way of a xed or variable rst layer thikness. In this ase the xed method
was hosen.
The method used in the estimation of the wall ell width of the impeller
mesh was applied to the volute. The aim was to ahieve global y+
1
values
between 1 and 10. The majority of the y+
1
distribution is expeted to be greater
than that of the impeller as the ow veloity dereases with the area hange
throughout the volute. The rst ell width and strething ratio was applied to
all surfaes of the volute. These were applied in the Global parameters. The
number of visous layers varied from surfae to surfae. The number of layers
is alulated empirially by the software based on the rst layer thikness
and strething ratio. These were applied in the Surfae parameters. Initial
simulations were arried out to determine the orret rst ell width whih
resulted in a rst ell width equal to that of the impeller mesh of y
wall
=
1×10−5. After the visous layers were inserted the total number of ells for
the volute mesh was 904 469.
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Figure 4.17: Final mesh of the impeller-volute.
Impeller mesh onsolidation The nal mesh was reated by ombining
the volute and impeller meshes, (Figure 4.17). This automati proess involved
the onversion of the impeller from a strutured to an unstrutured mesh as
well as a the denition of a new boundary ondition. The impeller mesh was
onverted on the nest gird level (0 0 0). The nal ombined mesh onsisted
of 2 747 087 ells. For the new boundary ondition a rotor/stator onnetion
was dened between the impeller and volute at onstant radius r3. A full
non-mathing boundary (FNMB) onnetion was dened on this plane whih
is the interfae of the impellers periodi outlet and volute inlet pathes. The
FNMB onnetion is automatially alulated and was subjet to geometri
toleranes between the respetive pathes.
4.4.4 Computational parameters
Similarly to 4.3.4 this setion desribes the various parameters pertaining to
the physial onguration, boundary onditions, numerial shemes et. of the
omputation parameters for the impeller-volute mesh.
4.4.4.1 Physial Conguration
Fluid model From the projet speiations provided by Snedden (2010)
and the study done by Smith (2010) it was estimated that there would be a
temperature dierene aross the ompressor ranging between 130 ◦C to 205 ◦C
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whih equates to a 3% hange in Cp value. On omparing the use of the real
and perfet gas model at the 60 000 rpm BEP, it was found that the real gas
model was omputationally more expensive (600 extra iterations) with only
a 0.3% and 1.0% dierene in pressure ratio and eieny respetively. For
this reason the air was modelled as a perfet gas.
Flowmodel The same ow and turbulene models were used for the impeller-
volute omputation, namely Turbulent Navier-Stokes and Spalart-Allmaras.
Furthermore the use of the Spalart-Allmaras turbulene model for the un-
strutured grid is substantiated by Blazek (2001).
Rotating Mahinery The onguration of the rotating mahinery inluded
both the volute and impeller domains. The same rotating speeds were spei-
ed as in 4.3.4.1. As mentioned previously a full non-mathing mixing plane
was hosen for the treatment of the rotor/stator onnetion and is a typial
hoie for steady-state omputations. With this approah the ow solution at
the interfae is azimuthally averaged and the exhange of the information at
the interfae is dependent on the loal diretion of the ow. The advantages
of this approah inludes a single geometri onstraint whih requires that
the rotor/stator pathes of the interfae lie on the same axisymmetri surfae
and exat onservation of mass, momentum and energy is guaranteed (NU-
MECA International, 2011). This treatment also requires a single blade row
to be meshed, regardless of the periodiity. The ow diretion was speied
as moving from right (upstream) to left (downstream).
4.4.4.2 Boundary onditions
The omputational domain of the volute-impeller domain onsisted of three
boundary groups, namely the inlet, outlet and solid boundaries. As with the
impeller domain (4.3.4.2) all boundary onditions were treated in ylindrial
oordinates.
Inlet boundary The denition of the inlet boundary remained idential to
impeller omputation dened in 4.3.4.2.
Outlet boundary With the addition of the volute, the outlet boundary is
loated at the outlet of the volute exit one. The outlet boundary is parallel to
the z-axis and irular with a diameter of dvo = 40mm. The same onditions
at the impeller outlet boundary (4.3.4) were applied to the volute outlet
boundary. The required initial stati pressure was slightly higher to aount
for the stati pressure reovery through the volute.
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Solid wall boundaries The solid boundaries were divided into two groups;
stationary and rotating. The stationary group inluded the volute domain
and impeller shroud pathes. The rotating group inluded the impeller hub,
blade (main and splitter) and FNMB pathes. The rotational speed and ther-
mal onditions were kept idential to those desribed in 4.3.4.2. Parameters
aeting turbulene at the wall suh as wall-type remained unhanged.
Initial solution The initial solution of both domains were speied from
onstant values in the ylindrial oordinate system. The initial solution for
the impeller domain remained the same with the exeption of the initial ve-
loity. The veloity type was speied as relative with the respetive veloity
omponents Vr, Vθ and Vz all set to 0m/s. For the volute domain the estimated
initial stati pressure oinided with outlet stati pressure obtained from the
initial impeller omputations. The veloity type was speied as absolute with
the veloity omponents Vr, Vθ and Vz equal to the outlet veloity omponents
of the impeller simulation. The outlet stati pressure and absolute veloities
were obtained from the initial impeller omputations.
4.4.4.3 Numerial sheme
The same spatial disretisation sheme and auray was used as in the im-
peller omputation. With the multigrid method ativated the mesh ould be
oarsened a maximum of four times. The maximum number of yles per grid
level was set to 400 with an absolute onvergene level of −6.
4.4.4.4 Output values and omputational steering
The output quantities and onvergene riteria remained unhanged for the
volute-impeller omputation. Not all onvergene riteria ould be suessfully
met. At 100 000 rpm the dierene between inlet and outlet mass ows were
as high as 0.9% near hoke. All other onvergene riteria were met.
4.5 Mesh validation
The validity of the omputational grids were ensured by assessing the mesh
quality, y+ values and grid independene.
Mesh quality De Wet et al. (2010) gives the most important quantities
dening a good quality mesh namely Orthogonality, Aspet and Expansion ra-
tios. The mesh qualities along with the respetive riteria are presented in
Table 4.3. For the unstrutured impeller-volute mesh the quality riteria were
obtained from orrespondene with the NUMECA software support group
(NUMECA Software Support Group, 2012). Inluded in the table are the
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worst values ahieved and the perentage of bad ells in relation to the total
number of ell in the mesh. The mesh quality for both grids were onsidered
satisfatory.
Table 4.3: Mesh quality results.
Quantity Criteria Worst value %Bad Cells
Impeller
Orthogonality > 20° 20.34° 0.00%
Aspet ratio < 2100 253 0.00%
Expansion ratio < 2.5 2.53 0.01%
Impeller-volute
Orthogonality > 20° 15.57° 0.01%
Aspet ratio < 5000 206 0.00%
Expansion ratio < 3 6.99 0.09%
Y + values A hek of the y+ value was done to ensure that the imposed wall
ell thikness was in agreement with the requirements of the Spalart-Allmaras
turbulene model. The y+ salar average values were examined at the BEP
of all rotational speeds. The values for the Impeller and Impeller-volute grids
ranged from 2.42 < y+ < 3.97 and 2.43 < y+ < 4.27 respetively, showing
good agreement with the seleted turbulene model and onrming that the
wall ell thikness was aeptable.
Grid independene A grid independene hek was done to ensure that
omputed results were not dependent on grid size. The global pressure ra-
tio and isentropi eienies were ompared. For the Impeller omputation
the global pressure ratio and isentropi eienies of three grid sizes were
ompared. These were obtained from the dierent multigrid levels. For the
Impeller-volute mesh two dierent grid sizes were ompared. The grid size of
the impeller mesh remained onstant at 1 846 597 while the volute mesh was
adapted. The two volute mesh sizes were 545 345 and 904 469 respetively.
The results are presented in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Grid independene.
Grid size Pressure ratio Eieny
33 153 1.95 0.76
Impeller 229 366 2.05 0.79
1 846 597 2.09 0.81
Impeller-volute 2 391 942 1.96 0.73
2 747 087 1.95 0.73
It is evident that in both ases that a further inrease in grid density would
not yield signiantly improved results, therefore the grid independene was
onsidered to be ahieved on the nest grids.
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Results
5.1 Introdution
The results of the experimental measurements and numerial analysis will be
disussed separately at rst after whih they will be ompared. The x-axes
of all graphs represent the mass ow parameter, m˙
√
Tt1/pt1. The mass ow
of eah test point has been saled with the inlet pressure and temperature to
obtain a orreted mass ow value. The rotational speed has been normalised
with the inlet temperature and is represented by the speed parameter N/
√
Tt1.
5.2 Experimental results
The total-to-stati pressure ratios at the impeller, diuser and ompressor
outlet are presented in Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. In addition these gures also
indiate the maximum measurement deviation at eah test point in the dire-
tion of both axes. Looking at the deviations of eah of the mean urves one
noties that the magnitude remains fairly onsistent at speeds of 60 000 and
80 000 rpm, however at 100 000 rpm the deviations inrease and are espeially
visible at the point before hoke. This an be explained by the fat that the
operating range at 100 000 rpm is smaller with a steeper gradient, therefore
giving an opportunity for larger deviations to be measured at a single point.
The larger deviations are also an indiation of a redution in stability of the
speed measurement as the operating speed inreases.
Figure 5.4 indiates the temperature ratio measured aross the ompres-
sor. As with the pressure ratios the deviation from the mean urve remains
relatively small at the lower speeds and inreases at 100 000 rpm. Again this
an be attributed to the stability of the speed measurement. Furthermore the
time taken for suient heat soaking of the probes is also a ontributing fator
towards the variability of the temperature and as disussed in 3.5, is limited
by the air supply.
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Figure 5.1: Pressure ratio after impeller. Figure 5.2: Pressure ratio after diuser. Figure 5.3: Pressure ratio after volute.
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Figure 5.4: Compressor temperature ratio.
An indiation of the ompressor's stability is presented in Table 5.1 showing
the utuation of values for three test points namely surge, BEP and hoke.
For the stability riteria given by Brun and Nored (2006) and ASME (1997),
the utuations refer to eah individual measured set of samples, however for
the purposes of this thesis an overall indiation of the utuations are given
by taking the entire data set of four measurements.
Considering the inlet onditions, the utuations are all within the pre-
sribed limits of stability for both riteria. However the outlet onditions show
an inrease in magnitude for the utuations. This is espeially prevalent at
the BEP, where temperature and pressure utuations exeed the riteria.
This an also be said for the mass ow value utuations. The speed value
utuations are shown to be the quantity of highest instability, being lose to
3% at 100 000 rpm. The utuations are lower at 60 000 and 80 000 rpm and
inrease when operating at 100 000 rpm. The utuation values exeed the
riteria of ASME (1997) and Brun and Nored (2006). However it should be
noted that the operational speeds on whih the riteria is based (< 20 000 rpm)
are less than what was tested.
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Table 5.1: Compressor test benh stability results.
Speed 60 000 80 000 100 000
Criteria ASME Brun ASME Brun ASME Brun
S
u
r
g
e
Inlet temp. 0.3% 0.6°C 0.5% 0.7°C 0.3% 0.4°C
Outlet temp. 0.3% 0.5°C 0.2% 0.4°C 0.7% 1.3°C
Inlet press. 1.0% 0.5 % 1.0% 0.6 % 0.7% 0.4 %
Outlet press. 1.6% 0.8 % 1.9% 1.0 % 1.6% 0.8 %
Speed 1.6% 520.0 rpm 2.2% 1126.0 rpm 2.7% 1384.0 rpm
Mass Flow 0.8% 0.4 % 0.9% 0.5 % 0.5% 0.3 %
B
E
P
Inlet temp. 0.3% 0.7°C 0.5% 0.8°C 0.4% 0.6°C
Outlet temp. 0.3% 0.5°C 1.1% 2.5°C 1.3% 3.5°C
Inlet press. 1.0% 0.5 % 1.1% 0.6 % 1.2% 0.7 %
Outlet press. 2.5% 1.3 % 2.3% 1.2 % 2.5% 1.3 %
Speed 2.4% 774.0 rpm 1.1% 588.0 rpm 2.7% 1644.0 rpm
Mass Flow 2.3% 1.5 % 0.9% 0.6 % 0.9% 0.4 %
C
h
o
k
e
Inlet temp. 0.3% 0.6°C 0.4% 0.5°C 0.5% 0.9°C
Outlet temp. 0.7% 1.4°C 0.2% 0.3°C 0.8% 2.0°C
Inlet press. 0.9% 0.5 % 0.8% 0.4 % 0.6% 0.4 %
Outlet press. 1.5% 0.9 % 1.3% 0.7 % 1.1% 0.6 %
Speed 1.6% 558.0 rpm 1.1% 558.0 rpm 2.7% 1394.0 rpm
Mass Flow 1.7% 0.9 % 0.9% 0.5 % 1.1% 0.7 %
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5.3 Numerial results
The results of the omparative study performed on variations of the impeller
geometry as desribed in 4.2 are presented in Figure 5.5. The omputations
of the four geometry variations were all performed using non-spei idential
atmospheri and initial onditions, (pt1 = 101 325Pa, Tt1 = 293K). The results
show the total-stati pressure ratio and total-total eieny at the diuser
outlet for the ompressor urve at 80 000 rpm.
(a) Pressure ratio. (b) Eieny.
Figure 5.5: CFD geometry omparison.
The inlusion of the step gap has a minimal eet on the mass ow, pres-
sure ratio and eieny ompared to the plain impeller omputation. The
eieny shows an inrease of < 1%. The inlusion of the hub llet indiates
a more notieable redution in mass ow through the impeller whih is a logial
result due to the dereased ow area aused by the hub llets. In addition the
hoke and surge points are redued. Compared to the step gap omputation
there is a greater hange in eieny. If the eieny urve of the hub llet
and plain omputations are aligned there is a redution in eieny ranging
from 2% near surge and 4% at hoke.
From the results the step gap has an insigniant eet on the performane
of the impeller in omparison with that of the hub llet. As mentioned in
4.3.3 the inlusion of the hub llet does ompliate the meshing proess by
produing lower quality ells. This ould have been overome by inreasing
the grid size but at the expense of being omputationally expensive. It was
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therefore deided to use the plain impeller mesh when performing the volute
omputations.
5.4 Comparison of results
For the omparison of the experimental and numerial data only the results at
the volute outlet plane were onsidered. Presented in Figures 5.6a and 5.6b are
the total-stati pressure and total-total temperature ratio's of the experimental
and numerial data. From a qualitative perspetive there is an exellent agree-
ment in terms of urve trends and mass ow range in both gures. The surge
and hoke mass ows orrelate very well espeially at 80 000 and 100 000 rpm.
However there is a denite oset between the experimental and numerial data
in both the pressure ratio and temperature ratio graphs. The oset inreases
with speed and delines as hoke is approahed. For the pressure ratio the
oset ranges from 6% at 60 000 rpm to 10% at 100 000 rpm. For the temper-
ature ratio these values are lower with an oset of 3% at 60 000 rpm and 5%
at 100 000 rpm. The temperature ratio remains fairly onstant at eah speed
line.
(a) Pressure ratio. (b) Temperature ratio.
Figure 5.6: Comparison of pressure and temperature ratios.
Figures 5.7a and 5.7b indiate the stati density and absolute veloity at
the volute outlet plane. The stati density and absolute veloity show similar
trends to that of the pressure and temperature ratios. Again the urves show
good qualitative agreement, but like the pressure and temperature ratio there
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is a onstant oset between the experimental and numerial data. The dif-
ferene between the experimental and numerial data remain fairly onstant
with maximum dierenes of lose to 5% and 8% respetively for the stati
density and absolute veloity.
(a) Stati density. (b) Absolute outlet veloity.
Figure 5.7: Comparison of outlet stati density and absolute veloity.
The total-total ompressor eieny is shown in Figure 5.8. In spite of the
relative quantitative dierenes between the experimental and numerial data,
there is good agreement between the predited and measured eieny of the
ompressor, espeially at 80 000 and 100 000 rpm. The possible reason for the
better orrelation is likely due to the relative deviation between experimental
and numerial pressure and temperature ratios. The deviation in eieny
at surge for 60 000 rpm may be explained by the loser orrelation in pressure
ratio while the deviation in temperature ratio remains onstant throughout
the urve and therefore results in a higher eieny for the experimental re-
sults. In ontrast to this where the measured pressure was substantially lower
than predited values, for example the hoke onditions at 100 000 rpm, the
experimental eieny was muh lower than the predited values.
Figures 5.9 to 5.11 shows the eet that the volute has on pressure reovery
from the ow exiting the diuser. For a volute there exists a single optimal
mass ow at a given operational speed for whih the ow enters the exit one
tangent to the walls of the tongue. Two other ow situations also our where
the ow enters the volute at a negative inidene (higher mass ow) resulting
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Figure 5.8: Compressor eieny (t-t).
in a pressure derease and the other at a positive inidense (lower mass ow)
ausing a rise in stati pressure, (Van den Braembusshe, 2006). The point at
whih the stati pressure at the volute exit beomes lower than the diuser
pressure is an indiation that the volute is reeiving a greater than optimal
mass ow rate. After this point there is a sharp drop in eieny indiated
in both the experimental and numerial results. A omparison of the points
at whih the volute pressure urve intersets the diuser urve, again reveal
good qualitative agreement between the numerial and experimental data in
terms of the gradient.
In an attempt to verify the redibility of the results obtained from the
study on the KKK K27 ompressor impeller, a similar performane test was
onduted on the "Optimised Impeller" designed by Van der Merwe (2012).
His impeller was tted to the experimental turboharger. A spare volute was
modied to aommodate the dierent blade geometry of this impeller design.
A spare bakplate was also modied so that the irumferential gap whih
was prevalent in the original onguration was kept to a minimum. The pres-
sure taps to measure the impeller and diuser outlet stati pressure were also
made at the orret loations pertaining to the new impeller. Van der Merwe
(2012) was only onerned with the pressure ratio delivered by his impeller
and therefore only these results are shown, (Figure 5.12). It should be noted
that the "Optimised Impeller" was designed for a greater mass ow than what
the volute ould deliver, whih explains the sudden drop in pressure ratio of
the experimental data. This oinides with the hoke onditions of the K27
impeller.
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Figure 5.9: Volute pressure reovery
(Experimental).
Figure 5.10: Volute pressure reovery
(CFD).
Figure 5.11: Volute pressure reovery
(Comparative).
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Figure 5.12: Comparative results of the impeller designed by Van der Merwe
(2012).
Looking at the data points before hoking ours one noties that there
is a good agreement at 81 000 rpm with dierenes below 2%. The values at
101 000 rpm are also in good agreement with a maximum dierene of 2% at
surge. A possible reason why the results of the "Optimised Impeller" were
quantitatively more aurate ould be explained by the fat that the geo-
metrial irregularities of the irumferential gap was removed from both the
numerial simulation and experimental set-up. In addition the ability of the
numerial solver to solve the ow past the step gap, whih an be seen as a
sudden disontinuity, ould be a soure of inauray.
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Conlusion and reommendations
6.1 Conlusion
A test benh was built with whih to test the performane apabilities of
entrifugal ompressors to be used for miro gas turbine appliations. An in-
vestigation was performed to hoose the driving mehanism for the test faility.
This resulted in the seletion of an o-the-shelf turboharger unit driven by
old ompressed air supplied by an existing ompressed air generating faility.
This provided an easy and onvenient way of driving the ompressor using a
turboharger set-up. A turboharger was seleted with a ompressor impeller
of a similar size orresponding to the performane gures provided by Snedden
(2010) and study performed by Smith (2010). The test benh was suessfully
operated and tests were performed on the KKK K27 ompressor impeller up to
a speed of 100 000 rpm. Testing at a higher speed was disregarded as it proved
diult to maintain stable operating onditions due to the higher disharge
rate of the ompressed air. In addition a dierent impeller design by Van der
Merwe (2012) was suessfully tested. The results from both performane tests
onrm the ability of the test faility to aurately measure the performane
harateristis of entrifugal impellers to be used in miro gas turbine appli-
ations up to a speed of 100 000 rpm.
Data aquisition hardware and measurement sensors were aquired and in-
tegrated into a single system with whih to aquire the measured data. A
graphial user interfae was also developed with whih the test operator an
monitor and save test data. Control and monitoring of the rotational speeds
was aomplished by way of an optial tahometer and remote atuation of the
ow ontrol valve loated before the turbine inlet. The atuation was man-
ually ontrolled by the operator with push button swithes and an Arduino
miro-ontroller. This proved to be very eetive up to an operating speed of
80 000 rpm. However at 100 000 rpm the stability of the speed measurement
and high rate of supply pressure loss made it more diult to maintain a on-
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stant operational speed.
Ahieving the time required for steady-state operation as stipulated by the
test odes, proved to be impratial, espeially when operating at a speed of
100 000 rpm. In ontrast to this reasonable levels of stability ould be main-
tained within a relatively short amount of time and good repeatability was
attained for all the tests that were onduted.
In parallel with the design and operation of the test benh a numerial
analysis of the ompressor was performed. The aim of the numerial analysis
was ahieved as it gave an aeptable indiation of the expeted performane of
the KKK K27 test ompressor. The eets of geometrial features suh as the
hub llet and step gap on the performane of the impeller was investigated.
The hub llet had a greater impat on performane than the step gap, but
was not inluded due to unaeptable resulting mesh quality. By inluding
the volute geometry in the numerial study a quantitative omparison ould
be made with the experimental data.
6.2 Reommendations
To enhane the stability of the ompressor speed measurement a more aurate
method of detetion is needed. It is reommended to stay with optial dete-
tion, but to utilise a more preise and intense light soure suh as a laser to
ensure improved reetion and detetion. The loation of the speed measure-
ment should remain unhanged as this provides exibility in terms of future
modiations. If a new impeller is to be tested provision an be made to allow
for rotational measurement from the protruding shaft before the ompressor
leading edge.
Better ontrol of the ompressor operating point an be ahieved by imple-
menting feedbak ontrol. In addition to the urrent rotational speed feedbak,
positional feedbak of the ow ontrol valve an be obtained from the atu-
ating motor with the use of rotary enoders on the motor shaft. This ontrol
may also be implemented on the throttle valve downstream of the ompressor
outlet. For a fully autonomous system these valves an be ontrolled simulta-
neously. However, two important fators apart from the quality of the feedbak
signal, aet the ontrol of the ompressor operating point namely, the on-
tinuous drop in supply pressure and hanging load of the turboharger due to
the throttling of the ompressor. When ontrolling the operating point both
of these fators will have to be taken into aount.
Regarding the numerial analysis any physial features suh as hub llets
may be inluded in the analysis, depending on the relevant importane to
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the goals of the study. When testing a new ompressor design the seating
within the bakplate should leave minimal spae between the impeller outlet
and diuser inlet in order to avoid any irregularities when omparing numer-
ial and experimental data. To aount for the heat loss and ensure a more
aurate representation of the atual test onditions, heat transfer through the
ompressor asing ould also be modelled.
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Appendix A
Instrumentation alibration
A.1 Pressure alibration
This setion desribes the alibration of the pressure transduers used on the
testbenh. Presented in Table A.1 are the equations for the pressure transduer
alibration urves shown in Figures A.1 and A.2.
Table A.1: Pressure alibration urve equations
Transduer Equation R2
Bellmouth dp y = 0.373 92x− 0.743 04 0.999
Compressor inlet 0 y = 19.782 86x+ 1.539 62 0.999
Impeller outlet 1 y = 50.136 86x− 5.518 46 0.999
Diuser outlet 2 y = 49.873 79x− 3.745 35 0.999
Compressor outlet 3 y = 50.012 83x− 4.621 56 0.999
Orie inlet 4 y = 100.234 76x− 3.261 14 0.999
Orie outlet 5 y = 100.455 70x− 5.697 16 0.999
Turbine inlet 6 y = 60.729 59x− 8.812 10 0.999
Turbine outlet 7 y = 60.566 28x− 7.997 92 0.999
Lubriation oil 8 y = 91.276 71x− 16.603 75 0.999
Atmospheri 9 y = 71.997 75x− 380.951 43 0.999
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Figure A.1: Pressure alibration urves (Transduers 0 - 6).
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Figure A.2: Pressure alibration urves (Transduers 7 - 9, dierential).
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Calibration proess The pressure transduers were alibrated in the Meha-
tronis Laboratory of the Mehanial Engineering Department. The Meha-
tronis Laboratory is tted with air supply points whih deliver a maximum
gauge pressure of 600 kPa. The HBM P8AP (strain gauge type) absolute pres-
sure transduers were alibrated with the HBM AE301 resistive instrument
ampliers. When referring to the alibration of the absolute pressure trans-
duers it is in fat referring to the adjustment and ne tuning of the amplier
assoiated with a spei transduer. Further more all the transduers were
alibrated on the RIO-9073 data aquisition system with the NI-9207 C-Series
Analogue Input modules. A 1000 kPa WIKA alibration pressure gauge was
used as referene for the pressure measured by the transduers. The dieren-
tial pressure transduer was alibrated with a Betz manometer.
Prior to alibration of the pressure transduers the nominal measuring
range (NMR) of a spei transduer was determined to ensure a maximum
measurement resolution. For example, the maximum or part load (PL) at the
ompressor inlet was taken to be 200 kPa and the part load at the ompressor
outlet as 500 kPa. This meant that a full-sale measuring range (MR) of 0 -
10V would be measured for 200kPa and 500 kPa at the respetive loations.
The atual pressure measured by a transduer was the ombined gauge pressure
indiated by the alibration gauge and atmospheri pressure. For example the
nominal measuring range is alulated as at the ompressor outlet:
VNMR =
PPL
PNL
· 10 V
VMR
· Vsense
=
500 kPa
1000 kPa
· 10V
10V
· 2mV/V
= 1mV/V
(A.1.1)
One the nominal measuring range had been determined the neessary ad-
justments were made to the amplier to sale the load range and ensure a
maximum measurement resolution.
In addition a zero-point reading (zero-point voltage) was taken to ensure
transduer linearity through the origin. Usually the zero-point indiates where
the transduer measurement passes though the origin (0V). The transduer is
either disharged or preloaded to a set zero referene value when determining
this point. Theoretially the zero-point, is obtained if an absolute pressure
of 0 kPa, a perfet vauum is measured. However this was not possible with
the available equipment. To irumvent this problem the zero-point is deter-
mined with referene to atmospheri pressure. The atmospheri pressure is
measured, from whih the theoretial output voltage is alulated in relation
to the expeted maximum measured pressure (part load) and output voltage.
For example the zero point reading is alulated as follows:
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VZP = VMAX · PATM
PPL
= 10V · 98 kPa
500 kPa
= 1.96V
(A.1.2)
Therefore when alibrating the transduer zero-point reading the amplier
is adjusted so suh that an output voltage of 1.96V is measured at urrent
atmospheri pressure.
During alibration, the alibration gauge and transduer were onneted
in parallel to an air supply point. The transduer was then onneted to the
instrument ampliers whih in turn was onneted to the RIO DAQ. One
all the pre-alibration adjustments were ompleted the, air supply was set to
respetive part load pressure of the transduer. The pressure was manually
ontrolled with a valve at the supply point. Readings were taken in dereas-
ing inrements of 100 kPa from maximum to zero gauge pressure from whih a
straight line graph was plotted. From this graph a linear t was done to obtain
the alibration equation of the respetive transduer and amplier ombina-
tion.
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A.2 Bellmouth alibration
This setion desribes the preliminary alibration of the inlet bellmouth of the
entrifugal ompressor test benh.
Calibration proess A pitot tube with a head diameter of approximately
2mm was inserted into the enter of the dut onneting the bellmouth to
the ompressor inlet. The pitot tube was onneted to a water manometer,
while stati pressure tappings in the bellmouth throat were onneted to both
a Betz miromanometer and a pressure transduer. The probe was inserted
approximately 10 diameters downstream of the bellmouth outlet, to ensure
fully developed ow. A oarse radial traverse was performed to onrm that
the veloity prole was of the expeted form for fully developed turbulent pipe
ow Figure A.3.
Figure A.3: Veloity prole for dut at Re = 1.7×105.
The average ow rate was alulated from the ow rate at the entre of the
dut by means of Eq. A.2.1 White (2005):
Vavg =
Vmax
1× 1.3× f (A.2.1)
where f is the dut frition fator White (2005):
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f ≈ 1.8lnRed
6.9
Red10
5
(A.2.2)
The true mass ow rate in the dut is then alulated from the average dut
veloity. The ideal mass ow through the bellmouth is alulated by means of
Bernoulli's theory, assuming no losses in the bellmouth or dut. The ratio of
the dut mass ow and the ideal bellmouth mass ow rate is the disharge o-
eient Cd. The ompressor was run at speeds from 20 000 rpm to 60 000 rpm
in inrements of 20 000 rpm, and from 70 000 rpm to 90 000 rpm in inrements
of 10 000 rpm. More points were desired for higher rotational speeds as these
are loser to the design operating range of the ompressor, and thus the region
in whih auray is most important.
The throttling valve downstream of the ompressor remained fully opened
throughout testing, thus reeting the maximum ow rate through the om-
pressor at eah speed. The relationship between the disharge oeient and
the bellmouth-diameter based and dut-diameter based Reynolds numbers, as
determined by the alibration, are shown in Figure A.4. An exponential or-
relation is tted in eah ase, thus the value of Cd is asymptoti to 1. The
unertainty as indiated in the plots shows the possible error in the readings of
the water manometer attahed to the pitot-stati tube. The oeient of dis-
harge for the bellmouth is alulated using the exponential orrelation given
by Eq. A.2.3:
Cd = e
−1500
Rebm
(A.2.3)
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(a) Inlet dut disharge oeent (b) Bellmouth disharge oeent.
Figure A.4: Flow alibration disharge oeients.
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Appendix B
Lubriation system
B.1 System diagram
Figure B.1 shows the pipeline diagram of the lubriation system.
Figure B.1: Lubriation system line diagram (Adapted from Nieuwoudt
(1987)).
92
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Figure B.2 shows ross-setional view bearing and lubriation assembly of
a typial turboharger.
Figure B.2: Lubriation of a turboharger (Adapted from Nieuwoudt (1987)).
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Appendix C
Data aquisition programming
C.1 Virtual instrument blok diagrams
The following blok diagrams show data ow and manipulation of the measured
quantities.
C.1.1 Speed measurement saling
Figures C.1 and C.2 show the saling and signal onditioning of the speed
sensor (tahometer).
Figure C.1: Speed measurement saling blok diagram.
Figure C.1 shows the blok diagram where the onditioned tahometer
signal is onverted to a rotational speed. On the left side the onditioned
tahometer input signal is measured signal period length in µsec/pulse. This
is onverted to seonds by dividing by salar value of 1×106. The signal value
is onverted from the time domain to frequeny domain by taking the reip-
roal. The rotational speed in terms of revolutions per minute is obtained
by multiplying the frequeny by a salar value of 60. Sine there is only one
reetive surfae no additional saling was neessary.
Figure C.2 shows how the raw tahometer signal is onverted and ondi-
tioned. This is done on the FPGA module of the real-time ontroller. The
input is the raw tahometer signal. The signal period is used to determined
94
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the rotational speed as mentioned previously. The period is determined by
ounting the number of lok yles (tik ounts) with a 32bit ounter and
shift register between onseutive periods. The ounter is triggered either
through a "falling" or "rising" edge of the signal. The tik ount is then on-
verted to a time value in relation to the FPGA lok speed. The state of the
ounter hanges whenever the threshold and/or hysteresis limits have been
rossed/exeeded. These blok diagrams are shown in Figures C.3 and C.4.
One the signal has been onditioned it is passed on from the FPGA module
to the real-time proessor where it is onverted to a rotational speed and sent
to the host omputer.
Figure C.2: Speed measurement signal onditioning blokdiagram.
Figure C.3: Speed measurement threshold hek blokdiagram.
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Figure C.4: Speed measurement hysteresis hek blokdiagram.
C.1.2 Pressure measurement saling
Figure C.5 shows the saling of the measured pressure signals. On the left
side raw data (DC voltage) from the FPGA module is expanded to show the
individual transduer signal outputs. These signals are then saled aording
to the individual transduer alibration urve equations. One the values have
been saled they are grouped and passed to the real-time interfae whih sends
the data from the to host omputer via network ommuniation.
Figure C.5: Pressure measurement saling blokdiagram.
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C.1.3 Temperature measurement saling
The raw temperature measurements are sampled by the FPGA hip and the
saling is performed on real-time module. All thermoouples are individually
sampled and passed to the real-time appliation. Figure C.6 shows the real-
time blok diagram where the raw temperature data (µV ) are separated into
groups orresponding to the type of thermoouple. The raw signals are then
onverted to an single data array and passed to a for loop. Within this for
loop eah thermoouple voltage is onverted to a temperature value, in units of
Kelvin, by means of polynomial equations (Eq. C.1.1 - C.1.3). These equations
were inluded as standard in the LabVIEWsoftware.
Figure C.6: Temperature measurement saling blokdiagram.
The polynomial equations used for the J-type thermoouples were: For a
temperature range between −210 ◦C to 0 ◦C:
T = V ((1.952 826 8×10−2) + V ((−1.228 618 5×10−6) + V ((−1.075 217 8×10−9)
+ V ((−5.908 693 3×10−13) + V ((−1.725 671 3×10−16)
+ V ((−2.813 151 3×10−20) + V ((−2.396 337 0×10−24)
+ V (−8.382 332 1×10−29)))))))
(C.1.1)
with an error range of 0.03 ◦C to −0.05 ◦C.
For a temperature range between 0 ◦C to 760 ◦C:
T = V ((1.978 425×10−2) + V ((−2.001 204×10−7) + V ((1.036 969×10−11)
+ V ((−2.549 687×10−16) + V ((3.585 153×10−21)
+ V ((−5.344 285×10−26) + V (5.099 890×10−31)))))))
(C.1.2)
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with an error range of 0.04 ◦C to −0.04 ◦C.
The polynomial equations used for the T-type thermoouples were: For a
temperature range between 0 ◦C to 400 ◦C:
T = V ((2.592 800×10−2) + V ((−7.602 961×10−7) + V ((4.637 791×10−11)
+ V ((−2.165 394×10−15) + V ((6.048 144×10−20)
+ V (−7.293 422×10−25))))))
(C.1.3)
with an error range of 0.03 ◦C to −0.03 ◦C.
C.1.4 Flow measurement
The mass ow is determined from a ombination of measured quantities suh
as the atmospheri pressure and temperature and dierential pressure aross
the bellmouth. One these have been saled they are used as input to the
mass ow alulation blokdiagram vi (Figure C.7). The various quantities
suh as throat veloity and Reynolds number are alulated from these inputs
and with onstants suh as the kinemati visosity and throat area the mass
ow is then alulated.
Figure C.7: Mass ow blokdiagram.
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Appendix D
Sample data
The following tables shows sample data at N = 80 000 rpm, m˙ =0.191 kg/s.
Table D.1: Experimental data for the ompressor speed, mass ow and pres-
sure, (samples 1 - 20).
S#
i
N
(rpm)
m˙
(kg/s)
∆p
(Pa)
pamb
(kPa)
ps1
(kPa)
ps2
(kPa)
ps3
(kPa)
ps4
(kPa)
1 79787 0.191 692.018 99.233 95.722 153.929 168.501 170.904
2 79787 0.191 692.572 99.229 95.702 153.886 168.405 170.647
3 79787 0.191 692.759 99.229 95.702 153.886 168.405 170.647
4 79787 0.191 691.559 99.294 95.721 154.020 168.630 170.826
5 79787 0.191 691.171 99.294 95.721 154.020 168.630 170.826
6 80645 0.191 692.141 99.200 95.722 154.009 168.589 170.779
7 80645 0.191 692.140 99.200 95.722 154.009 168.589 170.779
8 80645 0.191 693.383 99.141 95.720 154.011 168.592 170.932
9 80645 0.191 693.100 99.141 95.720 154.011 168.592 170.932
10 80645 0.191 692.525 99.245 95.710 153.902 168.473 170.802
11 80645 0.191 692.724 99.245 95.710 153.902 168.473 170.802
12 79787 0.191 692.253 99.170 95.707 153.876 168.379 170.683
13 80645 0.191 693.011 99.170 95.707 153.876 168.379 170.683
14 79787 0.191 693.635 99.208 95.708 153.918 168.434 170.643
15 80645 0.191 693.714 99.208 95.708 153.918 168.434 170.643
16 80645 0.191 693.213 99.267 95.709 153.837 168.398 170.712
17 79787 0.191 693.198 99.267 95.709 153.837 168.398 170.712
18 80645 0.191 692.485 99.273 95.740 154.050 168.606 170.966
19 80645 0.191 692.373 99.273 95.740 154.050 168.606 170.966
20 79787 0.191 693.096 99.164 95.728 154.050 168.579 170.799
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
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Table D.2: Experimental data for the ompressor speed, mass ow and pres-
sure, (samples 21 - 60).
S#
i
N
(rpm)
m˙
(kg/s)
∆p
(Pa)
pamb
(kPa)
ps1
(kPa)
ps2
(kPa)
ps3
(kPa)
ps4
(kPa)
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
21 79787 0.191 693.195 99.164 95.728 154.050 168.579 170.799
22 79787 0.191 693.437 99.215 95.725 153.988 168.491 170.774
23 79787 0.191 693.344 99.215 95.725 153.988 168.491 170.774
24 80645 0.191 693.238 99.242 95.722 153.904 168.425 170.699
25 80645 0.191 693.482 99.242 95.722 153.904 168.425 170.699
26 80645 0.191 692.970 99.203 95.717 153.877 168.418 170.805
27 80645 0.191 692.935 99.203 95.717 153.877 168.418 170.805
28 80645 0.191 693.513 99.219 95.713 153.880 168.303 170.394
29 79787 0.191 693.501 99.219 95.713 153.880 168.303 170.394
30 80645 0.191 692.935 99.205 95.751 153.894 168.420 170.638
31 79787 0.191 692.838 99.205 95.751 153.894 168.420 170.638
32 79787 0.191 692.760 99.230 95.701 153.813 168.391 170.656
33 80645 0.191 692.777 99.230 95.701 153.813 168.391 170.656
34 79787 0.191 693.015 99.183 95.718 153.859 168.431 170.666
35 80645 0.191 692.905 99.183 95.718 153.859 168.431 170.666
36 80645 0.191 692.839 99.207 95.741 153.898 168.430 170.769
37 80645 0.191 692.901 99.207 95.741 153.898 168.430 170.769
38 79787 0.191 692.932 99.207 95.741 153.898 168.430 170.769
39 80645 0.191 692.914 99.189 95.733 153.901 168.476 170.861
40 80645 0.191 693.012 99.189 95.733 153.901 168.476 170.861
41 80645 0.191 692.995 99.206 95.728 153.843 168.371 170.752
42 80645 0.191 692.900 99.206 95.728 153.843 168.371 170.752
43 79787 0.191 692.905 99.220 95.715 153.828 168.400 170.672
44 80645 0.191 692.561 99.220 95.715 153.828 168.400 170.672
45 79787 0.191 692.748 99.231 95.719 153.814 168.387 170.789
46 80645 0.191 692.888 99.231 95.719 153.814 168.387 170.789
47 79787 0.191 693.121 99.178 95.712 153.815 168.345 170.642
48 80645 0.191 693.201 99.178 95.712 153.815 168.345 170.642
49 80645 0.191 692.887 99.194 95.732 153.817 168.337 170.677
50 79787 0.191 693.055 99.194 95.732 153.817 168.337 170.677
51 80645 0.191 692.172 99.203 95.732 153.683 168.183 170.456
52 80645 0.191 691.983 99.203 95.732 153.683 168.183 170.456
53 79787 0.191 694.180 99.138 95.720 153.709 168.188 170.488
54 80645 0.191 693.978 99.138 95.720 153.709 168.188 170.488
55 79787 0.191 692.188 99.292 95.737 153.779 168.249 170.564
56 79787 0.191 692.290 99.292 95.737 153.779 168.249 170.564
57 79787 0.191 692.189 99.187 95.760 153.670 168.153 170.471
58 79787 0.191 693.175 99.187 95.760 153.670 168.153 170.471
59 79787 0.191 692.238 99.176 95.718 153.420 167.883 170.094
60 79787 0.191 693.096 99.176 95.718 153.420 167.883 170.094
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
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Table D.3: Experimental data for the ompressor speed, mass ow and pres-
sure, (samples 61 - 100).
S#
i
N
(rpm)
m˙
(kg/s)
∆p
(Pa)
pamb
(kPa)
ps1
(kPa)
ps2
(kPa)
ps3
(kPa)
ps4
(kPa)
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
61 79787 0.191 692.054 99.227 95.749 153.597 168.035 170.224
62 80645 0.191 692.092 99.227 95.749 153.597 168.035 170.224
63 80645 0.190 691.424 99.235 95.744 153.477 167.951 170.249
64 80645 0.190 691.131 99.235 95.744 153.477 167.951 170.249
65 79787 0.190 691.103 99.231 95.721 153.454 167.877 170.116
66 79787 0.190 691.493 99.231 95.721 153.454 167.877 170.116
67 79787 0.190 690.962 99.168 95.731 153.491 167.913 170.058
68 79787 0.190 691.572 99.168 95.731 153.491 167.913 170.058
69 79787 0.190 690.817 99.167 95.727 153.462 167.939 170.235
70 79787 0.190 690.941 99.167 95.727 153.462 167.939 170.235
71 80645 0.190 690.802 99.172 95.759 153.380 167.845 170.140
72 79787 0.190 691.019 99.172 95.759 153.380 167.845 170.140
73 79787 0.190 689.872 99.226 95.752 153.431 167.856 170.095
74 79787 0.190 689.452 99.226 95.752 153.431 167.856 170.095
75 80645 0.190 689.989 99.212 95.766 153.549 168.031 170.431
76 79787 0.190 689.891 99.212 95.766 153.549 168.031 170.431
77 79787 0.190 690.202 99.169 95.726 153.259 167.635 169.725
78 79787 0.190 689.618 99.169 95.726 153.259 167.635 169.725
79 80645 0.190 689.299 99.169 95.726 153.259 167.635 169.725
80 80645 0.190 689.236 99.187 95.781 153.458 167.867 170.174
81 79787 0.190 689.492 99.187 95.781 153.458 167.867 170.174
82 80645 0.190 688.818 99.255 95.740 153.346 167.738 169.978
83 79787 0.190 688.670 99.255 95.740 153.346 167.738 169.978
84 79787 0.190 688.290 99.236 95.743 153.431 167.865 170.098
85 80645 0.190 688.343 99.236 95.743 153.431 167.865 170.098
86 79787 0.190 687.686 99.212 95.752 153.455 167.869 170.065
87 79787 0.190 687.691 99.212 95.752 153.455 167.869 170.065
88 79787 0.190 688.419 99.133 95.744 153.325 167.739 169.880
89 80645 0.190 688.264 99.133 95.744 153.325 167.739 169.880
90 80645 0.190 687.992 99.193 95.744 153.283 167.740 170.024
91 79787 0.190 687.049 99.193 95.744 153.283 167.740 170.024
92 80645 0.190 687.864 99.200 95.765 153.436 167.853 169.915
93 79787 0.190 687.666 99.200 95.765 153.436 167.853 169.915
94 80645 0.190 686.810 99.226 95.754 153.390 167.738 169.933
95 80645 0.190 686.082 99.226 95.754 153.390 167.738 169.933
96 79787 0.190 686.266 99.227 95.767 153.349 167.707 169.813
97 79787 0.190 686.240 99.227 95.767 153.349 167.707 169.813
98 79787 0.190 686.591 99.172 95.758 153.399 167.783 170.029
99 79787 0.190 686.647 99.172 95.758 153.399 167.783 170.029
100 79787 0.190 686.260 99.200 95.752 153.303 167.721 169.873
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Table D.4: Experimental data for the ompressor temperature, (samples 1 -
40).
S#
i
T0−1
(K)
T0−2
(K)
T0−3
(K)
T0−4
(K)
T5−1
(K)
T5−2
(K)
T5−3
(K)
T5−4
(K)
1 290.562 290.485 290.381 290.257 359.519 359.373 359.248 359.008
2 290.478 290.435 290.315 290.126 359.404 359.341 359.085 358.872
3 290.601 290.447 290.327 290.293 359.446 359.469 359.204 358.977
4 290.516 290.522 290.358 290.234 359.460 359.407 359.261 358.918
5 290.359 290.286 290.237 290.095 359.334 359.306 359.165 358.837
6 290.483 290.352 290.430 290.246 359.434 359.320 359.201 358.931
7 290.563 290.366 290.335 290.246 359.468 359.445 359.249 358.993
8 290.549 290.457 290.439 290.235 359.519 359.534 359.261 359.045
9 290.470 290.362 290.173 290.201 359.345 359.436 359.164 358.820
10 290.461 290.456 290.264 290.283 359.379 359.431 359.218 358.989
11 290.577 290.485 290.423 290.311 359.525 359.479 359.303 359.055
12 290.490 290.339 290.322 290.187 359.464 359.432 359.268 359.048
13 290.455 290.483 290.216 290.237 359.416 359.416 359.283 358.987
14 290.517 290.452 290.372 290.328 359.544 359.605 359.362 359.042
15 290.624 290.504 290.374 290.300 359.518 359.451 359.380 359.054
16 290.552 290.547 290.327 290.222 359.512 359.531 359.417 359.047
17 290.572 290.408 290.349 290.293 359.488 359.410 359.317 359.020
18 290.567 290.547 290.355 290.252 359.542 359.413 359.321 358.962
19 290.527 290.417 290.377 290.213 359.429 359.399 359.274 358.946
20 290.537 290.408 290.286 290.243 359.554 359.422 359.258 358.973
21 290.546 290.421 290.359 290.313 359.642 359.516 359.349 359.067
22 290.484 290.473 290.244 290.214 359.409 359.403 359.245 359.008
23 290.479 290.351 290.281 290.148 359.453 359.421 359.274 358.906
24 290.457 290.429 290.305 290.216 359.496 359.475 359.348 358.979
25 290.552 290.553 290.395 290.315 359.564 359.489 359.378 359.083
26 290.585 290.453 290.342 290.338 359.551 359.498 359.326 359.076
27 290.544 290.447 290.337 290.331 359.435 359.466 359.356 359.103
28 290.577 290.400 290.294 290.319 359.587 359.473 359.245 358.993
29 290.543 290.444 290.398 290.186 359.480 359.462 359.418 359.039
30 290.542 290.448 290.424 290.267 359.573 359.516 359.441 359.104
31 290.561 290.363 290.321 290.274 359.450 359.399 359.308 359.088
32 290.550 290.466 290.379 290.281 359.546 359.545 359.346 359.132
33 290.604 290.508 290.308 290.284 359.534 359.504 359.372 359.075
34 290.533 290.451 290.344 290.231 359.543 359.492 359.363 359.015
35 290.532 290.341 290.319 290.184 359.450 359.400 359.371 359.013
36 290.559 290.449 290.266 290.263 359.571 359.430 359.331 359.027
37 290.575 290.418 290.315 290.332 359.513 359.444 359.300 359.099
38 290.599 290.449 290.337 290.307 359.503 359.574 359.343 359.067
39 290.531 290.470 290.184 290.266 359.465 359.454 359.305 359.066
40 290.537 290.530 290.372 290.178 359.509 359.537 359.325 359.077
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
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Table D.5: Experimental data for the ompressor temperature, (samples 41 -
80).
S#
i
T0−1
(K)
T0−2
(K)
T0−3
(K)
T0−4
(K)
T5−1
(K)
T5−2
(K)
T5−3
(K)
T5−4
(K)
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
41 290.570 290.482 290.396 290.336 359.590 359.542 359.335 359.082
42 290.580 290.399 290.381 290.266 359.559 359.436 359.306 359.057
43 290.571 290.497 290.398 290.335 359.636 359.526 359.413 359.134
44 290.399 290.349 290.280 290.197 359.449 359.421 359.243 359.114
45 290.556 290.464 290.373 290.280 359.524 359.508 359.350 359.026
46 290.648 290.476 290.408 290.375 359.582 359.526 359.422 359.141
47 290.516 290.522 290.401 290.238 359.555 359.455 359.353 359.132
48 290.572 290.565 290.396 290.279 359.648 359.543 359.383 359.182
49 290.440 290.445 290.291 290.292 359.510 359.562 359.369 359.039
50 290.558 290.546 290.336 290.311 359.578 359.611 359.412 359.190
51 290.563 290.453 290.376 290.206 359.521 359.511 359.331 359.080
52 290.491 290.326 290.211 290.253 359.516 359.482 359.297 359.024
53 290.603 290.455 290.469 290.233 359.548 359.476 359.400 359.138
54 290.502 290.398 290.274 290.248 359.433 359.508 359.387 359.085
55 290.524 290.450 290.229 290.239 359.483 359.511 359.357 359.071
56 290.516 290.504 290.308 290.284 359.439 359.472 359.380 359.070
57 290.533 290.494 290.236 290.167 359.524 359.448 359.330 359.053
58 290.507 290.519 290.499 290.340 359.573 359.518 359.363 359.187
59 290.520 290.347 290.235 290.292 359.398 359.395 359.265 359.028
60 290.526 290.472 290.351 290.264 359.528 359.411 359.303 359.157
61 290.559 290.421 290.415 290.277 359.522 359.560 359.420 359.104
62 290.558 290.456 290.408 290.316 359.487 359.477 359.383 359.122
63 290.647 290.526 290.457 290.307 359.554 359.459 359.428 359.124
64 290.543 290.454 290.276 290.171 359.472 359.405 359.389 359.119
65 290.530 290.382 290.249 290.183 359.463 359.453 359.255 358.998
66 290.634 290.537 290.404 290.425 359.548 359.536 359.462 359.224
67 290.509 290.421 290.396 290.265 359.468 359.422 359.242 359.048
68 290.491 290.414 290.299 290.192 359.510 359.407 359.347 359.048
69 290.511 290.336 290.318 290.171 359.474 359.439 359.246 358.980
70 290.503 290.477 290.327 290.236 359.395 359.469 359.287 359.100
71 290.413 290.447 290.249 290.263 359.463 359.399 359.310 358.996
72 290.510 290.519 290.415 290.292 359.547 359.389 359.351 359.042
73 290.586 290.484 290.333 290.251 359.508 359.489 359.367 359.109
74 290.371 290.291 290.193 290.090 359.353 359.310 359.218 358.909
75 290.543 290.533 290.333 290.287 359.469 359.418 359.396 359.098
76 290.472 290.461 290.329 290.270 359.466 359.407 359.259 359.108
77 290.505 290.514 290.338 290.185 359.450 359.421 359.325 359.078
78 290.568 290.468 290.409 290.336 359.527 359.434 359.270 359.079
79 290.387 290.350 290.266 290.240 359.337 359.397 359.278 358.934
80 290.459 290.440 290.272 290.178 359.443 359.333 359.260 359.026
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
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Table D.6: Experimental data for the ompressor temperature, (samples 81 -
100).
S#
i
T0−1
(K)
T0−2
(K)
T0−3
(K)
T0−4
(K)
T5−1
(K)
T5−2
(K)
T5−3
(K)
T5−4
(K)
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
81 290.630 290.487 290.386 290.278 359.506 359.436 359.401 359.139
82 290.480 290.386 290.382 290.200 359.460 359.464 359.291 358.984
83 290.373 290.346 290.274 290.206 359.376 359.341 359.258 359.024
84 290.477 290.440 290.319 290.323 359.513 359.464 359.367 359.002
85 290.543 290.429 290.426 290.249 359.461 359.393 359.324 359.116
86 290.568 290.421 290.331 290.154 359.472 359.425 359.312 359.004
87 290.499 290.447 290.222 290.317 359.443 359.408 359.281 359.022
88 290.569 290.483 290.417 290.314 359.419 359.435 359.319 359.174
89 290.482 290.511 290.280 290.249 359.508 359.462 359.347 359.100
90 290.556 290.507 290.378 290.326 359.510 359.426 359.403 359.098
91 290.414 290.374 290.352 290.258 359.387 359.361 359.255 359.060
92 290.529 290.490 290.340 290.282 359.477 359.362 359.373 359.092
93 290.493 290.384 290.295 290.134 359.418 359.328 359.272 359.091
94 290.461 290.354 290.317 290.250 359.393 359.326 359.275 359.043
95 290.430 290.414 290.231 290.299 359.416 359.378 359.228 359.075
96 290.521 290.501 290.322 290.352 359.424 359.502 359.371 359.041
97 290.549 290.453 290.342 290.307 359.505 359.396 359.312 359.087
98 290.509 290.475 290.342 290.276 359.384 359.399 359.315 359.068
99 290.566 290.492 290.348 290.290 359.488 359.444 359.318 358.982
100 290.530 290.364 290.281 290.202 359.366 359.294 359.213 359.015
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Sample alulations
In this setion sample alulations are given for the design of the orie plate
as well as a single operating point of the ompressor. The following onstants
were used in the alulations.
Universal gas onstant of dry air R = 287 J/kg · K
Molar weight of dry air M = 28.96×10−3 kg/mol
Sutherland temperature for air S = 110.40K
Referene temperature for air T0 = 297K
Referene visosity for air µ0 = 1.71×10−5 kg/s · m
Visosity of air at 20 °C µ = 1.80×10−5 kg/s · m
Spei heat at onstant pressure Cp = 1005 J/kg · K
Ratio of spei heats γ = 1.4
Temperature probe dynami orretion fator K = 0.96
Disharge oeient parameters L1, L2 = 1,0.47
For the design of the orie plate a onstant spei heat (Cp) value at
room temperature was used. For the ompressor alulations the spei heat
was alulated as a funtion of temperature. In both ases the air visosity
was alulated using the Sutherland equation.
Spei heat at onstant pressure is alulated as a funtion of temperature
(stati or total):
Cp = (a + bT + cT
2 + dT 3)/M, J/kg · K
a = 28.11
b = 0.1967×10−2
c = 0.4082×10−5
d = −1.966×10−9
(E.0.1)
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The visosity is alulated using the Sutherland equation:
µ ≈ µ0
(
T
T0
)3/2(
T0 + S
T + S
)
, kg/s · m (E.0.2)
E.1 Orie plate design
The design of the orie plate follows from the assumption of the following
design parameters:
Maximum supply pressure ps = 1MPa
Supply air temperature (header pipe) Tt = 288K
Mass ow rate m˙ = 1 kg/s
Design pressure drop ∆p = 20 kPa
Pipe internal diameter D = 0.102 26m
Pipe internal ross-setional area A = 8.213×10−3m2
For the given design parameters the air veloity upstream of the primary
devie (orie plate) is iteratively alulated. Let the stati temperature be
equal to the measured supply temperature:
Ts = Tt = 288K (E.1.1)
Calulate the initial stati density:
ρs =
ps
RTs
=
1×106
(287)(288)
= 12.1 kg/m3
(E.1.2)
The initial ow veloity is alulated:
V =
m˙
Aρs
=
1
(8.213×10−3)(12, 1)
= 10.06m/s
(E.1.3)
A new stati temperature is alulated using the veloity from Eq. E.1.3:
Ts new = Tt − V
2
2Cp
= 288− 10.06
2(1005)
= 287.95K
(E.1.4)
The stati temperature from Eq. E.1.4 is used to alulate a new veloity by
repeating Eq. E.1.2 through Eq. E.1.3 until the hange in veloity < 1×10−6.
Next the total onditions upstream of the orie plate are alulated (using
isentropi relations) to obtain the design Reynolds number ReD:
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pt = ps(Tt/Ts)
γ
γ−1
= 1×106(287.949/288) 1.41.4−1
= 1 000 612Pa
(E.1.5)
ρt = ρs(Tt/Ts)
1
γ−1
= 12.10(287.95/288)
1
1.4−1
= 12.106kg/m3
(E.1.6)
µt ≈ µ0
(
Tt
T0
)3/2(
T0 + S
Tt + S
)
≈ 1.71×10−5
(
287.95
288
)3/2(
287.949 + 110.04
288 + 110.04
)
≈ 1.78×10−5 kg/s · m
(E.1.7)
νt = µt/ρt
= 1.78×10−5 12.106
= 1.47×10−6m2/s
(E.1.8)
The Reynolds number is then alulated as:
ReD =
V D
νt
=
(10.06)(0.102 26)
1.473 37×10−6
≈ 7×105
(E.1.9)
The diameter ratio is now iteratively alulated by rst assuming a value
of β = 0.5 and alulating initial values for the veloity of approah fator
(E), expansion fator (ǫ) and ow oeient (α). The disharge oeient is
alulated from the orrelation for orie plates as per BSI (1981):
Cd = 0.5959 + 0.0312β
2.1 − 0.1840β8 + 91.7061β2.5Re−0.75D
+
0.0900L1β
4
1− β4 − 0.0337β
3L2
= 0.5959 + 0.0312(0.5)2.1 − 0.1840(0.5)8
+ 91.7061(0.5)2.5(6.9838×105)−0.75
+
0.0900(1)(0.5)4
1− (0.5)4 − 0.0337(0.5)
3(0.47)
= 0.61
(E.1.10)
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and also
E = (1− β4)−0.5 = (1− 0.54)−0.5
= 1.033
(E.1.11)
ǫ = 1− (0.41 + 0.35β4) ∆p
γpsupply
= 1− (0.41 + (0.35)(0.5)4) 20×103
(1.4)(1×106)
= 0.994
(E.1.12)
α = CdE = (0.6072)(1.033)
= 0.63
(E.1.13)
A new β is alulated from:
β =
V 2ρs√
α2(2∆p)
=
(10.06)2(12.1)√
(0.63)2(2(20×103))
= 0.53
(E.1.14)
The nal value for the orie plate diameter ratio is alulated as:
β = 0.53
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E.2 Experimental data sample alulations
In this setion a sample alulation is given at an operating ondition of
80 000 rpm and m˙ = 0.190 kg/s. The sample data is obtained from the ta-
bles given in Appendix D. The mass ow is alulated from the bellmouth
alibration and measured dierential pressure aross the bellmouth. The val-
ues in the sample alulations orrespond to the average values of all measured
data at spei operating points.
Dimensions of the bellmouth:
Inlet diameter (sution side) D ≫ d
Outlet diameter (disharge side) d = 77.3×10−3m
Dimensions for the small diameter pipe at the ompressor outlet where the
stati pressure measurements are alulated:
Pipe length ∆L4 = 0.31m
Pipe internal diameter d4 = 40.9×10−3m
Pipe internal ross-setional area A4 = 1.31×10−3m2
Pipe internal surfae roughness ǫ4 = 0.046×10−3m
From the experimental data the following is averaged quantities were ob-
tained:
Ambient pressure pamb = 99 960Pa
Ambient temperature Tamb = 289.68K
Bellmouth dierential pressure ∆p = 691Pa
Compressor outlet stati pressure ps4 = 171 632Pa
Compressor inlet total temperature Tt1 = 289.68K
Compressor outlet probe temperature Tp5 = 358.94K
The ambient air density is alulated from:
ρamb =
pamb
RTamb
=
99 960
(0.278)(289.68)
= 1.20 kg/m3
(E.2.1)
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The bellmouth veloity, Vbm and orresponding Reynolds number, Rebm is
alulated:
Vbm ≈
[
2∆p
ρamb(1−D4d4)
]1/2
≈
[
2(691)
(1.202)(1)
]1/2
≈ 33.9m/s
(E.2.2)
Rebm =
Vbmρbmd
µ
=
(33.9)(1.202)(0.0773)
1.8×10−5
= 175 100
(E.2.3)
The oeient of disharge is alulated from the bellmouth alibration
using equation A.2.3:
Cd = e
−1500
Rebm
= e
−1500
175 100
= 0.99
(E.2.4)
The mass ow is then alulated from Eq. 3.3.2:
m˙ = CdEǫ
π
4
d2
√
2∆pρ1
= (0.99)(1)(1)(π/4)(0.07732)
√
2(691)(1.20)
= 0.19 kg/s
(E.2.5)
where E = 1 (veloity of approah fator) and ǫ = 1 (expansibility fator)
Now the total-to-stati pressure ratio and total-to-total eieny is alu-
lated. Let the initial stati temperature be approximated by the measured
probe temperature:
Ts4 = Tp5
= 358.94K
(E.2.6)
Calulate the initial stati onditions at the pressure measurement station:
Cp,4 =
(
a+ bTs4 + cT
2
s4 + dT
3
s4
)
/M
=
a + b(358.94) + c(358.94)2 + d(358.94)3
28.96×10−3
= 1009.70 J/kg · K
(E.2.7)
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γ4 = Cp,s4/(Cp,s4 −R)
= 1009.70/(1009.70− 287)
= 1.39
(E.2.8)
ρ4 = ps4/(RTs4)
= 171 632/((287)(358.94)
= 1.67 kg/m3
(E.2.9)
Compute the absolute gas veloity:
c4 = m˙/(ρs4A4)
= 0.19/((1.67)(1.31×10−3)
= 87.07m/s
(E.2.10)
Compute the Mah number:
Ma4 = c4/
√
γ4Ts4R
= 87.07/
√
(1.39)(358.94)(287)
= 0.23
(E.2.11)
Compute the total temperature using Eq. 3.3.1:
Tt4 = Tp5 +
(1−K)c24
2Cp,4
= 358.94 +
(1− 0.96)(87.067)2
2(1009.70)
= 359.09K
(E.2.12)
Compute the new stati temperature using Eq. 3.5.6:
Ts4 =
Tt4
1 +
(γ4−1)M24
2
=
359, 09
1 + (1,39−1)(0.23)
2
2
= 355.36K
(E.2.13)
Now the stati temperatures from Eq. E.2.6 and E.2.13 are ompared. If
the dierene |∆Ts4| > 1×10−6K, the stati temperature from Eq. E.2.13 is
substituted bak into Eq. E.2.7:
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∆Ts4 = |Ts4 − Ts4 new|
= |358.94− 355.36|
= 3.58K≫ 1×10−6K
(E.2.14)
Equations. E.2.6 through E.2.14 are repeated until |∆Ts4| < 1.10−6 and so
that the total pressure is alulated as:
pt4 = ps4
[
1 +
(γ4 − 1)M24
2
] γ4
γ4−1
= 171 632
[
1 +
(1.39− 1)(0.23)2
2
] 1.39
1.39−1
= 177 956Pa
(E.2.15)
The stati and total onditions were alulated as:
T4s = 355.41K
Cp4s = 1009.20 J/kg·K
γ4 = 1.39
ρ4s = 1.68 kg/m
3
c4 = 86.20m/s
Ma4 = 0.23
T4t = 359.09K
p4t = 177 956Pa
After the total onditions have been alulated at the pressure measure-
ment station of the ompressor outlet, the total onditions at the outlet plane
of the volute exit one are alulated from ompressible pipe ow theory whih
inludes frition. The Mah number at the volute exit of the measurement sta-
tion an be determined from:
f¯L∗
d
=
1−M2
γM2
+
γ + 1
2γ
ln
(γ + 1)M2
2 + (γ − 1)M2 (E.2.16)
f¯
∆L
d
=
(
f¯L∗
d
)
vo
−
(
f¯L∗
d
)
pm
(E.2.17)
where subsripts vo and pm denote the planes at volute outlet and pressure
measuring station respetively. For known onditions (Ma4 and γ4) the right
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hand side of Eq. E.2.16 is alulated at the pressure measurement station:(
f¯L∗
d
)
pm
=
1− (0.23)2
(1.39)(0.23)2
+
(1.397 + 1)
2(1.39)
× ln (1.39 + 1)(0.23)
2
2 + (1.39− 1)(0.23)2
= 10.63
(E.2.18)
The uid visosity is dependent on uid temperature and alulated from
Eq. E.0.2:
µ4 ≈ µ0
(
T4s
T0
)3/2(
T0 + S
T4s + S
)
≈ 1.71×10−5
(
359.09
293
)3/2(
293 + 110.4
359.09 + 110.4
)
≈ 2.12×10−5 kg/ms
(E.2.19)
The frition fator on the left hand side of Eq. E.2.17 is dependent on the
average uid veloity and iteratively alulated. Let c4 from the measurement
plane be taken as the initial average uid veloity, c¯4 = c4. The Reynolds
number is alulated:
Red4 =
ρ4c¯4d4
µ4
=
(1.68)(86.20)(40.9×10−3)
2.13×10−5
= 2.81×105
(E.2.20)
The frition fator is alulated using the expliit formula by Halaand and
rearranged to give:
f =
[
−1.8 log
(
6.9
Red4
+
(
ǫ4/d4
3.7
)1.11)]−2
=
[
−1.8 log
(
6.9
2.79×105 +
(
1.13×10−3
3.7
)1.11)]−2
= 2.11×10−2
(E.2.21)
For the known pipe geometry (∆L and d4), the right hand side of Eq. E.2.17
is alulated:
f¯∆L
d
=
(0.021)(0.305)
0.0409
= 0.157 (E.2.22)
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Rearranging Eq. E.2.17 and solving for the volute outlet:(
f¯L∗
d
)
vo
= f¯
∆L
D
+
(
f¯L∗
d
)
pm
= 10.782
(E.2.23)
Now the Mah number at the volute outlet plane an be solved by sub-
stituting the result from Eq. E.2.23 into Eq. E.2.16. The Mah number is
solved iteratively using the method of bisetion. It is expeted that the Mah
number should not exeed 0.5 and therefore the upper limit is hosen to be
Mup = 0.5. The lower limit is set to Mlow = 1×10−6. Using the midpoint,
Mmid = (Mup+Mlow)/2 as an initial value for the Mah number, the right side
of Eq. E.2.16 is solved. The iterative proess onludes one the dierene be-
tween the left and right side of Eq. E.2.16 < 1×10−6. At this point the urrent
midpoint value is taken to be the Mah number at the volute exit plane:
Mvo =Mmid = 0.227 (E.2.24)
The absolute veloity at the volute outlet is alulated from ompressible
dut ow ritial ratios.
c
c∗
=
1
M
[
2 + (γ − 1)M2
γ + 1
]1/2
(E.2.25)
cvo = c4
cvo/c
∗
c4/c∗
= 86.20
0.247
0.249
= 85.69m/s
(E.2.26)
Equations E.2.20 through E.2.26 are repeated until an error < 1×10−6m/s
is reahed. One onvergene has been ahieved the total and stati onditions
at the plane of the volute outlet is alulated from ompressible dut ow
ritial ratios. These may be referened in White (2005). The nal stati and
total onditions were alulated as:
Ts,vo = 355.45K
ps,vo = 172 677Pa
ρs,vo = 1.69 kg/m
3
cvo = 85.69m/s
Mavo = 0.23
Tt,vo = 359K
pt,vo = 178 971Pa
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The total-to-stati pressure ratio and total-to-total eieny for the om-
pressor is now alulated:
PRt−s =
ps,vo
pt1
=
172 677
99 960
= 1.73
(E.2.27)
ηt−t =
[(
pt,vo
pt1
)(γ−1)/γ
− 1
][
Tt1
Tt,vo − Tt1
]
=
[(
17 897
99 960
)(1.39−1)/1.39
− 1
] [
289.68
359− 289.68
]
= 0.75
(E.2.28)
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Appendix F
Operating proedure
The following set of instrutions were followed every time a test run was to be
ompleted unless otherwise instruted. It was important to stritly adhere to
this heklist in order to prevent any possible harm to persons operating the
test benh and/or damage to any of the omponents of the test benh.
Test Brieng
1. Ensure that ear protetion is worn for the duration of the test proedure.
2. Chek the integrity of all pressure onnetions and tubing. (Only needed
to be heked one for the rst set of test runs of the day).
3. Chek all data and power onnetivity of the instrumentation.
4. Swith on power supply to the DAQ and lubriation system.
5. Chek that telemetry readings are orret.
6. Ensure all valves upstream of the turbine are losed. (Flow ontrol but-
tery valve, seondary safety ball valve, primary header ball valve.
7. Ensure there is no or possible hane of blokage up- and downstream of
the ompressor.
8. Open throttle valve ompletely downstream of the ompressor.
9. Set the oil heater thermostat to 65°C for preheating.
10. Ensure that the bypass valve is open. (Oil will bypass the turboharger)
11. Swith on the lubriation system when the oil temperature has reahed
65°C at the inlet measurement point.
12. Allow the oil to irulate and for the temperature to stabilise at 65°C.
116
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13. Shut the oil bypass valve (Oil is now irulating through the turbo-
harger).
14. Set the oil pressure to 600 kPa on the lubriation system panel (500 kPa
at the turboharger).
15. Open the primary valve.
16. Open the seondary valve.
17. Commene start-up proedure.
18. Idle turboharger for 2 min at 40 krpm, then 1 min at 60 krpm.
19. Commene with proedure for test run.
Test Debrieng
1. Commene shut-down proedure.
2. Idle turboharger for 4 min at 20 krpm.
3. Shut primary valve.
4. Allow remaining air to be disharged through the turboharger.
5. Shut seondary and ow ontrol valve.
6. Open throttle valve ompletely downstream of ompressor.
7. Swith o thermostat.
8. Redue oil pressure to 200 kPa on the lubriation system panel.
9. Open oil bypass valve.
10. Swith o lubriation system.
11. Swith o the DAQ and oil pump power supply (Only neessary after
the last test of the day).
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Appendix G
Volute modelling
G.1 CAD modelling
Figures G.1 to G.6 give a graphial representation of the steps that were fol-
lowed in reating the solid model of the volute.
Figure G.1: K27 volute. Figure G.2: Volute point loud and
ross-setions model from STL san.
Figure G.3: Volute wire-frame model
from PowerSHAPE®.
Figure G.4: Volute surfae model
from PowerSHAPE®.
118
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Figure G.5: Volute solid model from
Inventor Professional®.
Figure G.6: Comparison of solid and
point loud model.
G.2 Domain faeting
Table G.1: Faeting parameters
Minimum length 0.155×10−3m
Maximum length 0.155m
Curve hordal tolerane 1×10−3m
Surfae plane tolerane 1×10−3m
Curve resolution 2°
Surfae resolution 2°
Figure G.7: Volute disretised do-
main (omplex).
Figure G.8: Volute disretised do-
main (simplied).
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G.3 Volute mesh
Figures G.9 to G.12 give a graphial representation of the steps that were
followed in reating the solid model of the volute.
Figure G.9: Volute initial mesh. Figure G.10: Volute adapted mesh.
Figure G.11: Volute optimized
mesh.
Figure G.12: Volute mesh with vis-
ous layers inserted.
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